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The aim of this project was to evaluate new diagnostic and disease management 

strategies for bacterial spot and bacterial wilt of tomato. Bacterial spot of tomato is caused by 

four species of Xanthomonas; current identification methods do not allow for the rapid and 

simultaneous detection of all four species. To improve the identification of the four pathogens, a 

multiplex qPCR assay was developed based on the hrpB2 gene, which is required for 

pathogenicity. The optimized and validated assay is an improvement over current techniques 

because it is fast, reliable, and highly specific. In addition to identifying bacterial spot, managing 

the disease is difficult due to the emergence of copper tolerant strains in Florida. A silver-based 

nanomaterial (Ag-dsDNA-GO) was evaluated as an alternative to the ineffective applications of 

copper. At low concentrations, this composite showed high antibacterial activity in vitro and 

significantly reduced bacterial spot severity when compared to copper-mancozeb. Ag-dsDNA-

GO could be used in tomato transplant production as a potential alternative to copper-mancozeb. 

Currently, most bacterial wilt management strategies are largely ineffective. We assessed soil 

applications of three different formulations of the oxidizer peracetic acid to manage bacterial 

wilt. All formulations had immense antibacterial activity in vitro and showed promise in micro-
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soil experiments. However, it was difficult to apply via drip system and was unable to reduce 

bacterial wilt incidence in the field.
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CHAPTER 1 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

Bacterial spot caused by Xanthomonas spp. and bacterial wilt caused by Ralstonia 

solanacearum are two of the most detrimental diseases of tomato (Ritchie 2000; Champoiseau et 

al. 2009). Bacterial spot is caused by four species of Xanthomonas (Jones et al. 2004). The 

disease occurs worldwide and is estimated to cause yield losses of up to 50% (Ritchie 2000; 

Vallad et al. 2010). Disease results in leaf and fruit lesions, defoliation, and yield loss of 

marketable fruit (Louws et al. 2001). As of 2006, X. perforans is the dominant species in Florida 

tomato fields and all of the strains are copper tolerant.  Regrettably, finding alternative control 

measures to copper-based bactericides for bacterial spot has been difficult (Vallad et al. 2010). 

Additionally, successful bacterial wilt management strategies have been difficult to find or 

implement. Bacterial wilt affects many plant species worldwide and disease severity can vary 

according to climate, cropping practices, soil type, and geographic location (Thoquet et al. 1996). 

Bacterial wilt may result in stunted or completely wilted plants, which results in poor fruit 

quality and plant death. This disease can significantly impact crop yield and can result in a 

complete loss of commercial tomato crops under favorable disease conditions (Momol et al. 

2005; Mt 2010). In 2013, Florida harvested 34,000 total acres of fresh tomatoes making it the 

leading fresh market tomato producer in the United States (USDA 2014). Therefore, it is critical 

to find effective methods to control both of these diseases of tomato and to create an efficient 

identification method for the four causal agents of bacterial spot.  
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Bacterial Spot of Tomato 

History 

Bacterial spot of tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) was first discovered in South Africa in 

1914 and described as Bacterium vesicatorium by Doidge (1920). Around the same time, the 

disease was also discovered by Gardner and Kendrick (1921) of Indiana and they named it B. 

exitiosum. These two organisms were believed to be the same and priority was given to B. 

vesicatorium. However, the two pathogens varied in their amylolytic activity (starch degrading 

capability). B. vesicatorium was described as weakly amylolytic and B. exitiosum was strongly 

amylolytic (Jones et al. 2004). Additionally, Gardner and Kendrick (1923) discovered that B. 

vesicatorium was able to cause a leaf spot of pepper (Capsicum annuum). However, Higgens 

(1922) was the first to fully describe the disease in detail (Stall et al. 2009).  Both organisms 

were still treated as one when they were reclassified as Pseudomonas vesicatoria, Phytomonas 

vesicatoria, and Xanthomonas campestris pv. vesicatoria (Xcv) (Garton 2009; Jones et al. 1998; 

Stevens 1925).   

Stall et al. (1994) determined that Xcv consisted of two genetically and phenotypically 

distinct groups (group A and B).  Group A strains were consistently negative for starch 

hydrolysis, pectolytic activity, and caused a HR in tomato plants of the Hawaii 7998 breeding 

line. In contrast, group B strains were strongly amylolytic and pectolytic. The two groups also 

varied in carbon utilization assays, serology, fatty acid profiles, SDS-PAGE protein banding 

patterns, and DNA restriction enzyme digestion profiles. Additionally, strains belonging to the 

same group had a DNA homology value of >74%, but the levels of DNA homology between the 

two groups were <46%. These results justified the conclusion that there are two distinct groups 

with diverse genetic backgrounds. Vauterin et al. (1995) proposed that the two groups be 

reclassified as X. axonopodis pv. vesicatoria (A) and X. vesicatoria (B). According to Jones et al. 
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(2004), two more xanthomonads have been isolated from tomato. Pseudomonas gardneri was 

discovered in Yugoslavia in 1957 by Sutic (1957) and it was eventually determined to be 

synonymous with X. vesicatoria. A second pathogen was isolated from a Florida tomato in the 

1990’s and was determined to be a new race of X. campestris pv. vesicatoria (Jones et al. 1995). 

These two strains were later characterized as two additional groups D and C respectively (Jones 

et al. 2000).  Jones et al. (2004) determined that there are 4 distinct species of Xanthomonas that 

cause bacterial spot of tomato and/or pepper. Based on DNA-DNA hybridization results, a new 

taxonomy and nomenclature was proposed using a 70% DNA relatedness standard. The four 

groups were reclassified as Xanthomonas euvesicatoria (A), X. vesicatoria (B), X. perforans (C), 

and X. gardneri (D).  

Similar to all other plant pathogenic xanthomonads, bacterial spot pathogens utilize the 

type III secretion system (T3SS) to deliver bacterial effector proteins into host plants (Alfano and 

Collmer 2004). T3SS delivered effectors are directly responsible for pathogenicity and alteration 

of gene expression of the host. These effectors can trigger either a compatible or an incompatible 

reaction. A compatible reaction results in disease while an incompatible reaction triggers plant 

resistance. In a compatible reaction, T3SS effectors down-regulate defense responses.  However, 

a hallmark of an incompatible reaction is the hypersensitive response (HR) or programmed cell 

death (PCD). PCD occurs at the infection site and is associated with the pathogen’s avirulence 

(avr) proteins that are recognized by the plant’s resistance (R) protein receptors (Alfano and 

Collmer 2004). This interaction between avr and R genes follows the gene-for-gene theory. 

This gene-for-gene interaction has also been used as a classification tool for the four 

bacterial spot pathogens. Stall et al. (2009) describes that there are four R genes involved in the 

HR of tomato and five in pepper. Their corresponding avr genes have also been characterized 
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and cloned. These avr genes are used to further categorize the bacterial spot of tomato pathogens 

into four different types.  The first type is designated as race T1 (X. euvesicatoria), which has 

avrRxv and will give an HR on Hawaii 7998 (H7998) that contains the corresponding resistance 

genes (rx1, rx2, and rx3). However, strains belonging to race T2 (X. vesicatoria) do not elicit an 

HR on H7998 and are genetically distinct from T1 strains. Another race, T3 (X. perforans) was 

found in 1991 in Florida, race T3 does not elicit an HR on H7998. However, it did elicit an HR 

on several accessions of S. pimpinellifolium and one S. lycopersicum line with a single inherited 

resistance gene Hawaii H7981.  A near-isogeneic line, FL216, with the resistance gene, Xv3, was 

developed and can be easily used in combination with H7998 for race determination. The 

corresponding avirulence gene was designated as avrXv3 and it has been shown to elicit an HR 

in pepper plants. Moreover, there are Florida strains that are pathogenic on tomatoes carrying 

Xv3 and these were designated as race T4 (X. perforans). T4 strains contain avrXv4 which 

corresponds to the resistance gene Xv4 (Robbins et al. 2009; Stall et al. 2009). Additionally, 

there are four resistance genes in pepper that allow bacterial spot pathogens of pepper to be 

characterized into 11 races.  These four genes were designated as Bs1, Bs2, Bs3, and Bs4. Their 

corresponding avirulence genes are avrBs1, avrBs2, avrBs3, and avrBs4 (Stall et al. 2009).  

Symptoms 

Bacterial spot pathogens infect the foliage, stems, and fruits of susceptible tomato plants. 

Leaf symptoms are the most prominent, but can vary based upon environmental conditions 

(Ritchie 2000). Lesions usually appear on the lower leaves first and are most visible on the 

underside of the leaves. Young infected leaves typically have lesions that begin as small, yellow-

green areas that become deformed and can expand rapidly. As they enlarge, lesions will become 

tan to brownish-red with an angular shape defined by leaf veins. The center of lesions will 

eventually dry out and tear, but they rarely develop to more than 3mm in diameter. However, 
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lesions on the older foliage appear initially as dark, water soaked, and greasy areas instead of a 

yellow-green. X. perforans lesions typically have a shot hole appearance which is reflected in its 

name. In contrast, fruit lesions begin as pale-green spots with water-soaked boarders that will 

become raised, brown, and warty in appearance. Fruit lesions can provide an entry point for other 

fungal and bacterial secondary invaders that can cause fruit rots. Although spots do not penetrate 

deeply into fruit tissue, they can lower fruit quality and marketability (Jones et al. 2004; Miller et 

al. 2013; Momol et al. 2008; Ritchie and Averre 1996; Ritchie 2000; Sun et al. 2002).  

Epidemiology 

Bacterial spot of tomato can be present wherever tomatoes are grown, but it is most 

severe in Florida and the southeastern US where environmental conditions are conducive for 

disease development throughout the year. Characteristic weather conditions for bacterial spot 

include high temperatures (24-30 °C), high humidity, and heavy rain (Momol et al. 2008). 

According to Ritchie (2000), extended periods of high relative humidity normally favor infection 

and disease development. Symptom development can be delayed or eliminated if relative 

humidity remains low for several days after infection. However, the disease can still develop in 

dry irrigated regions and overhead irrigation is highly efficient in facilitating disease spread 

(Ritchie 2000). In terms of survival, the bacterium may overwinter on contaminated seeds, in 

infected plant debris in the soil, or on weeds and other hosts (Agrios 2005; Bashan 1986). The 

bacteria only survive for a short period of time (from days to weeks) in soil and their survival is 

typically associated with infested plant debris. The pathogens are reported to persist 

epiphytically on a few weed species that appear to play a minor role in survival (Stall et al. 

2009). Volunteer tomato plants are potential sources of inoculum, but in colder growing regions 

the vegetative material is killed resulting in poor survival of the bacteria. As a result, in these 

areas reintroduction is the result of contaminated seed or infected transplants (Ritchie 2000). 
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Additionally, even a low frequency of seed contamination can lead to high amounts of disease in 

the field. This is due to the resulting epiphytic growth and distribution of pathogens in the tomato 

phyllosphere (Louws et al. 2001). The bacterium typically spreads via rain, wind, overhead 

irrigation, some cultural practices, or direct contact. It penetrates leaves and fruits through 

wounds, stomata and hydathodes (Agrios 2005; Momol et al. 2008; Ritchie 2000).  

A 2006 characterization survey revealed that X. perforans is the dominant species in 

Florida tomato fields and all of the strains are copper tolerant (Vallad et al. 2010). This survey 

revealed that approximately 77% of the strains were T4, 23% were T3, and no T1 strains were 

isolated. Originally, race T1 had been the sole bacterial spot of tomato pathogen in Florida for at 

least 30 years until T3 was discovered in 1991. Over time, T1 strains were completely replaced 

by T3 strains in Florida. These results are not surprising because it is thought that T3 strains 

produced a bacteriocin that is antagonistic to T1 strains. As of 2009, T2 strains have never been 

found in Florida but they are abundant in Brazil, common in Argentina and Asia, and have been 

isolated in the Midwestern United States (Stall et al. 2009).  

Disease Management 

Due to environmental conditions, bacterial spot can be extremely difficult to control in 

Florida. Many chemical, biological control agents, and resistant cultivars have been tested to 

control bacterial spot, but their efficacy has been limited (Flaherty et al. 2000; Ji et al. 2006). 

Disease control of bacterial spot partially depends on the cultural practices of the grower such as 

the use of bacteria free seed and seedlings, resistant cultivars, crop rotations to avoid carry over 

on volunteers, reducing the handling of wet plants, eliminating solanaceaous weeds, and not 

establishing cull piles near field operations (Momol et al. 2008). In combination with cultural 

practices, growers currently use copper-based bactericides mixed mancozeb or maneb (ethylene-

bis-dithiocarbamates) which can manage the disease under reasonably dry conditions (Abbasi et 
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al. 2002; Agrios 2005).  Bacterial spot management has relied heavily on copper because of its 

low cost and it has a relatively low toxicity to humans and other mammals when compared to 

other various chemicals or antibiotics (Marco and Stall 1983). Additionally, copper became the 

bactericide of choice due to the emergence of streptomycin resistant Xanthomonads in the 

1960’s (Thayer and Stall 1962). Copper tolerant strains have been present since the 1960’s, but 

they were not described until 1983 by Marco and Stall (Cooksey 1990). Copper tolerance has led 

to the heavy use of copper-mancozeb combinations which did reduce the epiphytic bacterial 

populations and improved disease control. This increase in disease control is due to the mixture’s 

ability to release more soluble copper than a copper suspension alone (Conover and Gerhold 

1981; Marco and Stall 1983). Unfortunately, it has been reported that copper-mancozeb will not 

adequately control bacterial spot when copper tolerant strains are present in optimal disease 

conditions (Jones and Jones 1985; Obradovic et al. 2004a). 

The development of copper tolerant strains has caused researchers to look into the genetic 

cause of copper resistance. Copper-resistant Xcv strains were examined and determined to 

contain large plasmids with homology to pXcCu first identified and described in Florida by Stall 

et al. (1896). pXvCu is a self-transmissible plasmid that plays a key role in copper resistance. 

The plasmid can vary in size depending on the isolate, but is usually 200 kb or larger. Some of 

the pXvCu plasmids (pXvCu1) can also carry an avirulence locus (avrBs1) which determines 

race specificity on different pepper cultivars. Xcv has a second type of copper-resistance plasmid 

that was first discovered in a strain from California. However, this plasmid does not have strong 

homology with the copper-resistance genes from pXvCu plasmids. It does have homology with 

the copper resistance genes from Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato (Pst). It is about 100 kb and 

is not self-transmissible. This has lead to the conclusion that there are two independent lines of 
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evolution of copper resistance in the bacterial spot pathogens (Cooksey 1990). As of 2006, all of 

the X. perforans strains in Florida are tolerant to copper (Vallad et al. 2010). Therefore, the 

heavy use of copper-based bactericides has resulted in a high selection pressure for copper 

resistance.  

Many different alternatives to copper-based bactericides have been considered including 

bacteriophages, acibenzolar-S-methyl (ASM) or Actigard 50W® (Syngenta Crop Protection, 

Greensboro, NC), molecular additives (2-aminoimidazole), resistant cultivars, and nanoparticles. 

Flaherty et al. (2000) evaluated the use and effectiveness of foliar applications of bacteriophages. 

They found that applications of bacteriophages consistently reduced incidence and severity of 

bacterial spot caused by Xcv. Additionally, bacteriophage treated plants were healthier, more 

vigorous with higher yields when compared to copper-mancozeb treated plants. Although 

bacteriophages have shown promise, their efficacy can be limited in the field due to their specific 

environmental requirements for their multiplication and viability. Another chemical that has been 

evaluated for management of bacterial spot is ASM which is a systemic acquired resistance 

(SAR) inducer. It activates plant defense response by increasing the transcription of stress-

related genes and increased tomato resistance to bacterial spot compared to untreated controls 

(Obradovic et al. 2005). Researchers have also explored the possibility of using bacteriophages 

in combination with ASM. This combination has resulted in significant increases in disease 

control compared to standard bacteriophage and copper-mancozeb treatments (Momol et al. 

2008; Obradovic et al. 2005). Worthington et al. (2012) evaluated the use of 2-aminoimidazole 

(2AI), a small molecule additive, that is an analogue of the marine sponge natural product 

oroidin. When 2AI was combined with copper, it was shown to suppress resistance of X. 

euvesicatoria to copper and decrease biofilm formation in vitro.  In field experiments, this 
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combination resulted in decreased bacterial spot disease and increased fruit yields of bell pepper 

plants.  

In addition to biological control and chemical options, resistant tomato cultivars have 

been explored as a possible method to manage bacterial spot.  The durability of the resistance 

genes that are present in tomato and pepper depends on the stability of the avr gene in the 

pathogen. Many avr genes associated with bacterial spot pathogens are contained on self-

transmissible plasmids that are not necessarily required for pathogenicity and can easily be lost. 

This phenomenon occurs frequently and is associated with the selection of strains by resistant 

plants that do not have an avr-associated plasmid. There are other mechanisms that bacteria use 

to inactivate an avr gene including the addition of an insertion element or insertion of base pairs 

into the avr gene sequence, deletion of base pairs and single base pair changes (Stall et al. 2009). 

According to Ritchie (2000), resistant cultivars are available and were widely planted. However, 

it is apparent that there are strains of bacterial spot that are able to overcome all of the currently 

known major resistance genes. Therefore, durable resistance genes have not been easy to find or 

to use commercially in Florida.   

In the past, researchers have explored the use of metal ions (Zn
2+

, Cu
2+

, and Ag
+
) for 

disease management. However, these metal ion based chemicals tend to have low antibacterial 

activity. Researchers have developed several types of nanomaterials (Ag, Cu, CuO, ZnO, and 

TiO2) and combining them with carbon-based nanoparticles such as graphene oxide (GO) to 

increase their antibacterial activity (Ocsoy et al. 2013b). More recently, nanoparticle based 

chemicals such as TiO2 and Ag have been evaluated for disease management of bacterial spot. 

Paret et al. (2013) evaluated the use of a nanoscale version of the light activated TiO2 for 

controlling X. perforans. TiO2 chemically generates reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the 
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presence of light which gives it the ability to destroy organic molecular structures that are crucial 

for pathogen survival. This study evaluated the use of nanoscale TiO2 alone, and TiO2 doped 

with either Ag or Zn against X. perforans. In vitro, TiO2/Ag and TiO2/Zn caused a significant 

reduction in bacterial populations within 10 min of light exposure (3x10
4
 lux). Greenhouse and 

field trials revealed that plants treated with TiO2/Zn significantly reduced disease incidence when 

compared with copper-based bactericides. However, TiO2/Zn has no antibacterial effect in the 

absence of light and this could be a potential limitation in using it on a large scale. Unlike 

TiO2/Zn, a silver-based nanomaterial called Ag-dsDNA-GO is active with or without light and 

was evaluated by Ocsoy et al. (2013b) for management of bacterial spot caused by X. perforans. 

AgNPs (silver nanoparticles) are thought to interact with thiol, carboxyl, hydroxyl, amino, 

phosphate, and imidazole groups in bacterial membrane surface proteins and enzymes. This 

interaction is thought to lead to structural deformation of the cell membrane and the uptake of 

free Ag ions which can inactivate enzymes, inhibit cell replication and respiration, and cell 

death. Unfortunately, bare AgNPs tend to aggregate when in contact with bacteria and cause a 

reduction in the antibacterial activity due to the reduced surface area. This aggregation problem 

led to the addition of AgNPs to graphene oxide (GO). GO is composed of a single layer of 

carbon atoms with active surface hydroxyl, epoxy, and carboxyl groups. Ocsoy et al. (2013b) 

used dsDNA as a template for growing the AgNPs on GO which allows better control of AgNP 

size, aggregation, and increasing the adhesive force of Ag-GO composite and bacterial cell 

membranes. Ag-dsDNA-GO composites were found to effectively decrease X. perforans cell 

viability. In vitro, Ag-dsDNA-GO at 16 ppm was highly effective and had improved stability, 

enhanced antibacterial activity, and stronger absorption properties when compared to bare 

AgNPs and Ag-GO alone. A greenhouse study revealed that 100 ppm of Ag-dsDNA-GO treated 
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tomato plants had significantly reduced disease severity when compared to untreated plants and 

gave similar control when compared to copper-mancozeb.  This study illustrates that there is 

great promise in the use of silver based nanomaterials in managing bacterial spot of tomato. 

However, these results need to be further evaluated with more in vitro and greenhouse studies 

using different AgNP and GO sizes, and varying composite concentrations.  

Identification Techniques  

There are multiple methods for characterization and diagnosis of plant pathogenic 

xanthomonads. Some of these methods are based on host-pathogen interactions including host 

range and the interaction between resistance and avirulence genes. In particular, resistance and 

avirulence genes have been incredibly helpful in race determination involving the bacterial spot 

pathogens.  This interaction typically results in a HR which can be visualized on infiltrated 

tomato and pepper leaves. This has lead to the identification of 4 tomato and 11 pepper races. 

Even though race determination has been widely used over the years, race results may not 

necessarily be stable overtime because avr genes are subject to mutation or loss. Many of them 

are also located on self-transmissible plasmids which can be gained by conjugation (Jones et al. 

1998; Stall et al. 2009). Phenotypic variation in terms of amylolytic activity, carbon utilization, 

protein profiles, fatty acid analysis, serological analysis, and bacteriophages have been evaluated 

for determining the species for the bacterial spot pathogens. However, these are not the most 

reliable means of determining which of the four bacterial spot species are present in a plant 

sample. For instance, carbon substrate utilization analysis is not the most useful technique in 

differentiating between taxonomic groups of xanthomonads and it is only reliable on a genus 

level for identification (Jones et al. 1998).  

More recently, researchers have focused more on genotypic variation and molecular 

analysis to elucidate the relationships of pathogenic xanthomonads. One of these methods 
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includes DNA-DNA hybridization which led to the validation that there are four distinct 

bacterial spot species (Jones et al. 2004; Vauterin et al. 1995). It has been widely used to define 

bacterial species and 70% DNA-DNA homology values are considered to be the species limit 

(Rademaker et al. 2000). However, this method is impractical when analyzing large collections 

of isolates, because it cannot be used to construct a central database and it is not easily 

implemented (Cho and Tiedje 2001; Rademaker et al. 2000).  Another bacterial identification 

method that was widely used is 16S rRNA sequencing. It is a reliable method for the 

identification of many diverse bacteria and a powerful tool for determining phylogenetic 

relationships among bacteria. However, it is too conservative to provide a good resolution at 

species and subspecies levels (Cho and Tiedje 2001). Therefore, researchers are continually 

evaluating how to more readily separate the four bacterial spot species.  

Various gene components of the T3SS could be promising candidates for developing a 

molecular based method for bacterial spot species identification. The T3SS delivers effector 

proteins into the host plant cell and is regulated by hrpG and hrpX which also control the hrp 

(hypersensitive response and pathogenicity) gene cluster. The hrp gene cluster is 23kb, contains 

six operons (hrpA to hrpF), and encodes for more than 20 proteins. Nine of these proteins are 

highly conserved in plant and animal pathogens. The genes that encode these nine proteins were 

renamed hrc (hrp conserved) and form the core of the T3SS (Bogdanove et al. 1996; Noël et al. 

2002).  The hrpB operon encodes for eight proteins and three of which are conserved in T3SS. 

The hrpB1, hrpB2, hrpB4, and hrpB5 are not well conserved amongst plant and animal 

pathogens. Non-polar deletions of these genes proved that they were required for secretion and 

are true hrp genes. More specifically, protein localization studies found that hrpB2 was secreted 

into a culture medium in a hrp-dependent manner. Furthermore, the hrpB2 is essential for type 
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III protein secretion and pathogenicity (Rossier et al. 2002). These results would indicate that the 

hrpB could be highly conserved amongst different species of Xanthomonas and could be used to 

develop a tool to detect the four causal agents of bacterial spot.  

Leite et al. (1994) created three pairs of oligonucleotide primers that were specific to 

different regions of the Xanthomonas campestris pv. vesicatoria (Xcv) hrp gene cluster. DNA 

was successfully amplified using these three primers from 28 X. campestris pathovars and X. 

fragariae. However, these primers were not able to amplify DNA from a few X. campestris 

pathovars, X. albilineans, nonpathogenic species of Xanthomonas, or other genera of plant 

pathogens such as Acidovorax and Pseudomonas. When the PCR products were digested with 

various restriction enzymes, unique and distinctive banding patterns were observed for different 

Xanthomonas strains. Leite et al. (1995) used PCR primers that were specific for the hrp gene 

cluster and restriction enzyme analysis (REA) to detect strains of Xcv associated with pepper and 

tomato seeds. The hrp fragments were amplified from DNA obtained by washing infested seeds 

with a buffer solution containing sodium ascorbate and insoluble polyvinylpolypyrrolidone. The 

hrp fragment corresponding to Xcv was obtained by restriction enzyme analysis. Therefore, this 

method suggested that components of the hrp gene cluster could be used to identify and detect 

plant pathogenic xanthomonads on plant material. Furthermore, Obradovic et al. (2004b) PCR 

amplified 39 total representative strains from the four groups of the bacterial spot pathogens 

using hrpB based primers. The 840 bp PCR products were sequenced in order to develop primers 

that would amplify a 420 bp fragment from all pathogenic xanthomonads. No PCR products 

were obtained from saprophytic or opportunistic xanthomonads. Using the new primer set, the 

amplified PCR products from the four groups were digested with restriction enzymes CfoI, TaqI, 

and HaeIII.  The resulting banding patterns enabled the differentiation of the four groups. Thus, 
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the hrpB2 appears to be a potential region to develop species-specific PCR primers or qPCR 

species-specific probes for a more rapid bacterial spot diagnostic technique.  

Real-time, quantitative PCR (qPCR) is similar to conventional PCR which has become an 

essential tool in many plant pathology diagnostic and research laboratories for detecting nucleic 

acids. However, qPCR is gaining interest because it’s rapid, sensitive, and easily reproducible.  

Carry-over contamination is also reduced (Mackay et al. 2002; Li et al. 2006). The main 

difference between the two methods is that qPCR use allows for the detection of the 

accumulating amplicon in real time. This feature is made possible by using target specific probes 

labeled with a fluorogenic molecule. They are chemically modified to contain a fluorescent 

reporter dye at the 5’ end and a quencher dye at the 3’ end. Initially, fluorescence of the reporter 

dye is prevented by the close proximity of the quencher. If the target is present, then the probe 

will specifically anneal between the designed forward and reverse primers. The Taq polymerase 

will move along the template and cleave the annealed probe between the reporter and the 

quencher dye. This allows the reporter dye to emit fluorescence when it is excited by a light 

source and its fluorescence intensity is directly related to the amount of target that is present in 

the sample. Each reporter dye emits energy at a specified wavelength that is detected by the PCR 

instrument in real time (Mackay et al. 2006; Pongers-Willemse et al. 1998; Schaad and Frederick 

2002). Additionally, several qPCR assays have been developed to detect several bacterial plant 

pathogens including Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. sepedonicus, Ralstonia solanacearum, 

Agrobacterium strains, Xylella fastidiosa, Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus, and Xanthomonas 

citri pv. citri (Golmohammadi et al. 2007; Li et al. 2006; Schaad and Frederick 2002). These 

qPCR assays were designed to detect a single species or subspecies in a given sample. However, 

bacterial spot of tomato is caused by four distinct species of Xanthomonas. Multiplex qPCRs can 
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be developed to simultaneously detect up to four separate species (targets) as long as the reporter 

dyes do not have overlapping wavelengths.  For example, a multiplex qPCR has been developed 

to detect four pathogenic species of Phytophthora. Specific primers and probes labeled with 

FAM (P. ramorum), Yakima Yellow (P. kernoviae), ROX (P. citricola), and Cy5 (P. quercina) 

were created based on different regions of the ras-related protein (Ypt) gene (Schena et al. 2006). 

This assay proved to be a reliable, sensitive, and cost effective method because multiple 

pathogens were detected using one reaction mixture. This type of qPCR assay could easily be 

completed for the four causal agents of bacterial spot of tomato using the hrpB2 to create 

species-specific probes. 

Bacterial Wilt of Tomato 

History  

Bacterial wilt is caused by Ralstonia solanacearum and it is an important pathogen 

affecting tomato crops in Florida. Bacterial wilt of potato, tomato, and eggplant was first 

described by EF Smith in 1986 and was named Bacillus solanacearum. In 1914, Smith 

transferred it to the genus Pseudomonas even though it was non-fluorescent (Yabuuchi et al. 

1995). Yabuuchi et al. (1992) transferred it and other pathogens to the genus Burkholderia based 

on rRNA homology. A few years later, it was finally transferred to the genus Ralstonia based on 

16S rRNA, rRNA-DNA hybridization, fatty acid analysis, and other phenotypic differences 

(Yabuuchi et al. 1995). 

Bacterial wilt affects many species worldwide and disease severity can vary according to 

climate, cropping practices, soil type, and geographic location (Thoquet et al. 1996). Throughout 

the early 1900’s, the disease was reported to occur on banana, tobacco, potato, tomato, 

cucumber, bean, peanut, pepper, and cantaloupe crops from all over the world (Kelman 1953; 

Yabuuchi et al. 1992). It first garnered attention in the United States in 1903 because of 
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substantial tobacco crop losses ranging from 25 to 100% in fields in North Carolina (Kelman 

1953). Infected tomato plants may be stunted or completely wilted which can result in poor fruit 

quality, significant yield loss, and plant death. Strains of this pathogen are reported to cause 

disease in plants from over 50 families including solanaceaous and leguminous plants, a few 

monocotyledons, several trees and shrubs, and the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana (Genin and 

Boucher 2002; Kelman 1953; Vallad et al. 2004).  R. solanacearum is described as an aerobic, 

Gram-negative rod which is motile by 1-4 polar flagella. It produces smooth, shiny, opalescent 

colonies on nutrient agar that are non-fluorescent, catalase and oxidase positive, and can form 

nitrite from nitrates (Hong 2012; McCarter 1991). However, R. solanacearum strains do vary 

quite considerably in terms of host range, optimal temperature for pathogenicity, and utilization 

of carbohydrates (Hong 2012). Therefore, R. solanacearum is a multifaceted taxonomic unit with 

extensive phenotypic and genetic diversity (Ahmed et al. 2013).  

Historically, R. solanacearum strains have been divided into five races based on host 

range differences and six biovars based on biochemical properties. In the 1960’s, strains of this 

species were initially divided into five races based on the differences observed in host range. 

Race 1, 3, and 4 are all considered to be pathogenic on tomato. These five races were then 

further classified into six biovars based on biochemical properties such as their ability to oxidize 

three hexose alcohols and three disaccharides. However, there was still some confusion in terms 

of classification because these two schemes only overlapped in terms of the fact that most biovar 

2 strains belong to race 3 (Ahmed et al. 2013; Hong 2011; Genin and Boucher 2002). Cook et al. 

(1989) decided to classify these strains based on restriction fragment length polymorphism 

(RFLP) analysis. This placed R. solanacearum strains into two major divisions. Division 1 

contains all members of race 1 biovars 3, 4, and 5 and division II contains all members of race 1 
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biovar 1, race 2, and race 3. These strains also fall into three different groups based on origin 

(Asian, Americas, or African origin). The most prominent R. solanacearum race associated with 

bacterial wilt of tomato in the southeastern United States is race 1 (Genin and Boucher 2002; 

Kelman 1953; Vallad et al. 2004). Additionally, race 3 biovar 2 is on the United States 

Department of Agriculture Select Agent list because of its tolerance to cooler temperatures and 

high pathogenicity on potato (Gabriel et al. 2006). Due to the complexity of this pathogen and its 

ability to survive for long periods of time in the soil, it has been difficult to find a successful 

disease management strategy. This is especially true for Florida where the disease is suspected to 

be native to the state’s soil. It was first identified in Florida tomatoes in 1897 and it occurs 

commonly in field-grown tomatoes throughout the state (Kelman 1953; Ji et al. 2005).  

Symptoms 

Ralstonia solanacearum is a soil-borne vascular pathogen. The bacteria survive in the 

soil, attack tomato roots, and then multiply in the xylem which is the primary cause of plant 

wilting. After infection, the first visible symptoms on mature plants under natural conditions are 

on the plant foliage which consists of wilting of the youngest leaves at the ends of branches. 

Wilting occurs on hot days and plants may seem to recover at night or early hours of the morning 

when temperatures are cooler. Wilted leaves may maintain their green color and may not fall as 

the disease progresses. Eventually, the entire plant may wilt quickly and dry out which leads to 

yellowing of foliage and plant death. Plants may also become stunted in the field or visually 

healthy plants may wilt suddenly when fruits are expanding rapidly (Champoiseau et al. 2009; 

Vallad et al. 2004). Under favorable or optimal disease conditions, a rapid and complete wilt can 

follow those initial disease symptoms within 2 to 3 days (McCarter 1991). 

 In terms of other symptoms and signs of the disease or pathogen, dark brown 

discoloration of the wilted plants’ vascular tissues can occur. This disease symptom results from 
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the heavy colonization of the vascular tissue by the bacterium and can be used to diagnose the 

disease. If a cross section of the stem is taken and placed in clear water, then a white, milky 

strand of bacterial cells will ooze from the tissue. This is a distinguishing characteristic of 

bacterial wilt from other fungal pathogens such as Fusarium wilt that can also infect tomato 

(Vallad et al. 2004).  Additionally, adventitious roots may appear on infected plant stems which 

are most pronounced when the disease develops slowly under unfavorable conditions. In this 

situation, the primary root is short-lived and replaced by many adventitious roots that grow from 

the base towards the apex along the main stem. Factors that are conducive to adventitious root 

formation are low temperature, low strain virulence, and resistant tomato cultivars (Lui et al. 

2005; McCarter 1991). Below ground bacterial wilt symptoms can also include various degrees 

of root decay depending on the stage of disease development. At first only one or a few roots 

may show brown rot, but as the plant becomes permanently wilted the entire root system can 

demonstrate brown rot (McCarter 1991). In terms of disease development in Florida, bacterial 

wilt symptoms are most commonly reported during summer tomato production rather than 

during the spring (Hong 2012).  

Epidemiology 

Ralstonia solanacearum is a highly efficient pathogen that attacks more than 200 

cultivated plant and weed species in 50 different plant families. Some of the most economically 

important hosts are in the family Solanaceae which includes tomato, potato, tobacco, and 

eggplants (McCarter 1991). The primary inoculum source is infested soil, but other sources 

include irrigation water, weeds, tomato stakes, farming equipment and operators, and diseased 

plant material (Champoiseau et al. 2009; Hong et al. 2008). In the field, the pathogen is usually 

concentrated in lower areas with water accumulation (Vallad et al. 2004). It gains entry into the 

host via wounds caused by nematodes, insects, cultivation, transplanting, or normal plant growth 
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where secondary roots emerge (Denny 2006; McCarter 1991). The bacterium then colonizes the 

xylem tissue by multiplying rapidly (10
8 

to 10
10

 CFU/g of tissue) and filling it with bacteria cells 

and slime. The rate at which disease symptoms occur depends on host susceptibility, strain 

virulence, and temperature. This pathogen favors high moisture, moderate pH, and temperatures 

greater than 20°C. As the disease progresses, the pathogen will invade parenchyma cells in the 

pith and cortex. Masses of bacteria will form in pockets near the vascular bundles and will 

continue to move through the cortex. Bacteria will then exude on the surface of stems and will be 

released back into the soil from infected roots and decaying plant material (Denny 2006; 

McCarter 1991; Vallad et al. 2004).  

Therefore, soil factors can also strongly influence the survival of the bacterium in 

addition to disease severity.  Soil characteristics that can affect pathogen survival are soil depth, 

organic matter, host plant debris, moisture, and the type, temperature, and pH of the soil. The 

pathogen has been shown to survive in soil with suitable temperature and moisture without a host 

for up to two years. The optimal temperature for pathogen survival in soil ranges from 30 to 

37°C. Additionally, the bacterium is reported to survive in pure water at 20 to 25°C for more 

than 40 years (Denny 2006; McCarter 1991; Vallad et al. 2004). It is well adapted for surviving 

in irrigation water and European waterways in close association with aquatic weeds. Survival in 

irrigation water has been well documented in Florida. In Spain, it has been reported that race 3 

phylotype II is able to enter a viable but not culturable state in low nutrient environments. It was 

also still able to infect and colonize hosts even after being in prolonged oligotrophic conditions 

for four years. Furthermore, irrigation water and waterways have been associated with outbreaks 

of the disease in the United States and in Europe (Álvarez et al. 2008; Hong et al. 2008). It is 
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evident that R. solanacearum has diverse mechanisms for dissemination and survival in the field. 

Once a tomato field becomes infested with bacterial wilt, it is extremely difficult to control.  

Disease management  

Bacterial wilt of tomato is difficult to control because of its wide host range, high 

genotypic and phenotypic variation, and vast survival and dissemination mechanisms. Despite 

these challenges, researchers continue to evaluate and develop new disease management 

strategies (Ji et al. 2005). One disease management approach that has been explored for bacterial 

wilt is the use of resistant or tolerant cultivars. According to Champoiseau et al. (2009), 

moderate horizontal resistance or tolerance to R. solanacearum strains have been reported in 

potato and tomato. Researchers have identified or bred several tomato cultivars that are resistant 

to R. solanacearum since the 1970’s. However, it is not a universal disease management solution 

because the resistance in these lines is not very stable. The level of bacterial wilt resistance of a 

cultivar can vary depending on the temperature variation and the strains present in a location 

(Wang et al. 1998). As indicated, the use and effectiveness of the commercially available 

resistant tomato cultivars, such as FL7514, is limited to certain geographic locations (McCarter 

1991; Vallad et al. 2004). Additionally, the vast strain diversity of R. solanacearum presents a 

huge problem in terms of disease management and makes breeding for universally resistant plant 

varieties nearly impossible (Genin and Boucher 2002). More recently, the grafting of susceptible 

cultivars with high fruit quality onto resistant rootstocks is effective in controlling the disease. 

Although it has not been tested for the use against race 3 biovar 2, it is used on a commercial 

scale in Japan, Bangladesh, and the Philippines (Champoiseau et al. 2009; Freeman et al. 2011; 

Nakaho et al. 2000).  

Under certain conditions, cultural practices are moderately effective for reducing crop 

losses caused by bacterial wilt. These practices may include using pathogen free seedlings, crop 
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rotation with non-host plants, intercropping, eliminate alternative weed hosts, reducing root-knot 

nematode populations, planting in non-infested soil, removal of crop residue and volunteers, 

plant when temperatures are cooler, deep plowing of crop residues, efficient soil drainage, 

phytosanitation, and proper irrigation management (Champoiseau et al. 2009; Pradhanang et al. 

2005; Vallad et al. 2004). One of the most essential cultural practices revolves around the 

grower’s irrigation methods.  R. solanacearum survives particularly well in pond and irrigation 

water for many years with or without a suitable aquatic weed host. This phenomenon has been 

well demonstrated in pond water in North Florida and in European waterways. Moreover, 

heavily irrigated fields provide excess soil moisture, which allows the pathogen to thrive and 

increases disease spread and severity. Proper irrigation practices can significantly reduce the 

spread and buildup of the disease (Alvarez et al. 2008; Hong et al. 2008; Pradhanang et al. 2005; 

Vallad et al. 2004). There are several problems with relying solely on cultural practices for 

bacterial wilt control. For example, rotating tomato crops with a non-susceptible host can be 

difficult to implement because of the pathogens substantially wide host range (McCarter 1991). 

As a result, researchers continue to evaluate other methods for bacterial wilt control that can be 

implemented and used with the current standard cultural practices.  

Over the years, researchers have evaluated the use of various soil additives and foliar or 

drip/drench of different chemicals for bacterial wilt management. General purpose fumigants 

such as methyl bromide and/or chloropicrin were used to manage several soilborne fungi, 

bacteria, nematodes, and weeds (Denny 2006; Ji et al. 2005; Santos et al. 2006; Thoquet et al. 

1996). Enfinger et al. (1979) revealed that soil fumigation with methyl bromide (490 kg/ha) was 

shown to give good disease control up until the midseason in which at least 50% of the plants 

had wilted.  Chloropicrin was also tested in this study as an alternative to methyl bromide and it 
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was more effective. Chloropicrin (326 L/ha) did provide significant full-season control of R. 

solanacearum.  Methyl bromide has been phased out because it is an ozone depleting molecule 

(Santos et al. 2006). Additionally, Chloropicrin is highly regulated by the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) because the atmospheric emission of the chemical is 

highly volatile and toxic, and may become a source of air pollution (Gan et al. 2000). One 

potential alternative to these fumigants is a plant-derived volatile essential oil called thymol. 

Thymol is a biofumigant that is an antibacterial agent produced by thyme (Thymus spp.). It has 

been widely used as a general antiseptic, an oral antibiotic, and a cosmetic or food additive. In 

agriculture, it appears to have broad-spectrum activities against fungi, nematodes, and insects.  In 

terms of bacterial wilt, it has shown to be effective against R. solanacearum in greenhouse 

experiments and a couple of field trials (Ji et al. 2005). However, further field evaluation is 

essential for determining the practicality of using thymol to control bacterial wilt. Acibenzolar S-

methyl (ASM) or Actigard 50W® (Syngenta Crop Protection, Greensboro, NC) is another 

chemical that has been evaluated for bacterial wilt management. It is a chemical elicitor of 

systemic acquired resistance (SAR) system in plants. Foliar and/or soil applications of ASM 

reduced bacterial wilt incidence significantly only on moderately resistant tomato varieties. 

Unfortunately, it did not provide effective protection on commercially acceptable tomato 

cultivars in soils with high inoculum pressure (Ji et al. 2005; Pradhanang et al. 2005).  Even 

though thymol and ASM applications have shown potential in bacterial wilt management, there 

are a several items to be considered before growers can actively utilize them.  There are some 

possible drawbacks that may include environmental damage, cost, and high labor inputs. 

Therefore, these treatments need to be further validated on a commercial scale prior to being 

implemented in an integrated pest management (IPM) strategy (Champoiseau et al. 2009).  
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One potential chemical control method for bacterial wilt of tomato is an organic 

hydroperoxide called peracetic acid (peroxyacetic acid or PAA). It is a colorless liquid that 

produces a pungent odor similar to acetic acid. It is produced industrially by the autoxidation of 

acetaldehyde (O2 + CH3CHO → CH3CO3H) (Ullmann 2003). The EPA first registered PAA as 

an antimicrobial pesticide in 1985 and it has been approved for indoor use on hard, non-porous 

surfaces. PAA is often mixed with hydrogen peroxide and has been used as a disinfectant and 

sanitizer. Previous sanitation uses have included agricultural facilities, food establishments, 

medical facilities, home bathrooms, dairy/cheese processing plants, food processing equipment, 

and pasteurizers in breweries, wineries, and beverage plants (U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency 2012). This antimicrobial peroxide is similar to other oxidizers because it denatures 

proteins, disrupts cell wall permeability, and oxidizes sulfhydral and sulfur bonds in proteins, 

enzymes, and other metabolites (Rutala and Weber 2008). In terms of plant disease control, PAA 

has been evaluated for the control of Acidovorax avenae subsp. citrulli and Didymella bryoniae 

that cause bacterial fruit blotch and gummy stem blight of watermelon, respectively. Both are 

foliar diseases that are transmitted by contaminated seed. Treating contaminated seed with PAA 

at 1600 μg/mL or higher for 30 min has proven to be an effective method for watermelon seed 

sterilization (Hopkins et al. 2003). The effect of different concentrations of PAA has also been 

tested on germinating conidia of Monilinia laxa that causes brown rot of stone fruit.  On plums, 

conidia that were treated with 1000 μg/mL of PAA for one hour had their ability to cause decay 

significantly reduced by 50%. When conidia were dipped in 250 μg/mL of PAA for 5 or 20 min, 

they were completely inhibited and no brown rot was observed (Mari et al. 1999). Dagher and 

Cassandra (2011) evaluated a formulation of PAA containing the SAR inducer, potassium 

silicate, for the control of bacterial spot of tomato caused by Xanthomonas perforans. This 
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formulation had enhanced antimicrobial activity against X. perforans compared to PAA alone. 

Thus, different formulations of PAA have shown promise in plant disease control and could 

potentially be applied to the soil to reduce R. solanacearum populations. However, the use of 

PAA on soil-borne pathogens, such as R. solanacearum, has not been studied. 

Hypotheses and Objectives 

The aim of this project is to evaluate new diagnostic and disease management strategies 

for bacterial spot and bacterial wilt of tomato. We hypothesized that the hrpB region should be 

conserved amongst strains within the same Xanthomonas species and can be used to develop a 

PCR or qPCR to readily separate the four causal agents of bacterial spot. Additionally, silver-

based nanomaterials are known to have antibacterial properties and may help to control copper 

tolerant strains of X. perforans that cause bacterial spot in Florida. Furthermore, peracetic acid 

could potentially reduce Ralstonia solanacearum populations in the field when it is applied to the 

soil via the drip system before and after planting tomato seedlings.  

In this study, the three objectives were to: I) evaluate the use of the hrpB region to readily 

separate the four species of Xanthomonas that cause bacterial spot of tomato; II) evaluate the 

effect of silver nanoparticles bound to DNA on graphene sheets (Ag-dsDNA-GO) on the growth 

of copper tolerant and sensitive Xanthomonas perforans strains in vitro and in greenhouse 

conditions; and III) evaluate the effect of peracetic acid on the growth of Ralstonia 

solanacearum in vitro, in micro-soil experiments, and in the field .   
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CHAPTER 2 

MULTIPLEX QPCR ASSAY FOR DETECTING THE FOUR CAUSAL AGENTS OF 

BACTERIAL SPOT OF TOMATO 

Introduction 

Bacterial spot is one of the most detrimental diseases of tomato in Florida and it is 

estimated to cause yield losses of up to 50% (Vallad et al. 2010). The disease occurs worldwide, 

but is most prevalent in warm and moist tomato growing regions. Infection can result in leaf and 

fruit lesions, defoliation, and yield loss of marketable fruit (Louws et al. 2001). The pathogen 

was first discovered in South Africa in 1914 and was named Bacterium vesicatorium. Since its 

discovery, it has undergone several name changes including Pseudomonas vesicatoria, 

Phytomonas vesicatoria, and Xanthomonas campestris pv. vesicatoria (Xcv) (Garton 2009; Jones 

et al. 2004; Stevens 1925). Vauterin et al. (1995) determined that there were two distinct groups 

of Xcv that caused bacterial spot and renamed them as X. axonopodis pv. vesicatoria and X. 

vesicatoria. Two additional xanthomonads have been isolated from tomato. One was isolated in 

1957 from a Yugoslavian tomato and the other was isolated from a Florida tomato in the 1990’s 

(Jones et al. 1995). Each group has since been elevated to its own distinct species and they were 

reclassified as X. euvesicatoria (Xe), X. vesicatoria (Xv), X. gardneri (Xg), and X. perforans (Xp) 

(respectively) (Jones et al. 2004).  

Over the years, various methods have been evaluated for the characterization of plant 

pathogenic xanthomonads. Phenotypic variation tests, such as amylolytic activity and carbon 

utilization assays, protein profiles, fatty acid analysis, and serological analysis, were routinely 

used to differentiate Xanthomonas spp. However, these methods, such as carbon utilization, are 

not very useful for accurately identifying xanthomonads to species (Jones et al. 1998). Therefore, 

recent diagnostic methods, such as 16s rRNA and DNA-DNA hybridization, have been more 

focused on exploiting genetic variation. However, 16s rRNA is too conservative to provide a 
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good resolution to species and subspecies levels (Cho and Tiedje 2001). Even though DNA-

DNA hybridization was used to characterize the four bacterial spot species, it is impractical to 

use for analyzing large strain collections because it is time consuming, difficult to implement, 

and impossible to create a central database (Cho and Tiedje 2001; Jones et al. 2004; Rademaker 

et al. 2000; Vauterin et al. 1995). More specifically, the bacterial spot pathogens have been 

divided into four tomato and eleven pepper races based the on presence or absence of particular 

avirulence (avr) genes (Stall et al. 2009). These avr genes are recognized by their corresponding 

resistance genes, which are present in different tomato genotypes. This recognition results in a 

hypersensitive reaction (HR) that appears within 24 to 48 hr and is used for determination of 

races (Jones et al. 1998; Stall et al. 2009).  

Bacterial spot of tomato pathogens deliver bacterial effector proteins into host plants via 

the type III secretion system (T3SS). A functional T3SS is essential for pathogenicity because it 

delivers proteins which can down-regulate defense responses.  Most plant pathogenic 

xanthomonads have a T3SS and it is regulated by two genes, hrpG and hrpX, which also control 

the hrp (hypersensitive response and pathogenicity) gene cluster (Alfano and Collmer 2004; 

Bonas et al. 1991; Cornelis 2006; Noël et al. 2002). The hrp gene cluster is 23kb, contains six 

operons (hrpA to hrpF), and encodes for more than 20 proteins. Nine of these proteins form the 

core of the T3SS and are highly conserved in plant and animal pathogens. They are designated as 

hrc (hrp conserved) (Bogdanove et al. 1996; Noël et al. 2002). This study will focus on a specific 

gene component (hrpB2) of the hrpB operon, which encodes for eight proteins. Four of these, the 

hrpB1, hrpB2, hrpB4, and hrpB5, are not well conserved amongst plant and animal pathogens. 

However, non-polar deletions of these genes proved that they were required for secretion and are 
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true hrp genes. Furthermore, the hrpB2 is essential for type III protein secretion and 

pathogenicity (Rossier et al. 2002).  

Leite et al. (1994) created three pairs of oligonucleotide PCR primers that were specific 

to different regions of the Xcv hrp gene cluster. PCR products were obtained from 28 different X. 

campestris pathovars and digested with various restriction enzymes. This digestion resulted in 

unique and distinctive banding patterns for different strains of Xanthomonas. Additional 

experiments further evaluated the use of hrp based PCR primers and restriction enzyme analysis 

(REA) to detect strains of Xcv associated with pepper and tomato seeds (Leite et al. 1995). 

Therefore, a diagnostic method using components of the hrp gene cluster can be developed to 

identify various plant pathogenic xanthomonads including the bacterial spot pathogens. 

Obradovic et al. (2004b) used PCR to amplify 39 representative strains from the four groups of 

the bacterial spot pathogens using hrpB based primers developed to amplify a 420 bp fragment 

of the hrpB2 from all plant pathogenic xanthomonads (excluding saprophytic or opportunistic 

Xanthomonas species). The PCR products were digested with restriction enzymes CfoI, TaqI, 

and HaeIII.  The resulting banding patterns clearly differentiated the four groups. Thus, the 

hrpB2 appears to be a potential region to develop species-specific PCR primers or qPCR species-

specific probes for a more rapid diagnostic technique. 

Real-time PCR (qPCR) is similar to conventional PCR, which has become an essential 

tool in research laboratories for detecting specific nucleic acid sequences. However, qPCR is 

gaining interest over PCR because it’s rapid, sensitive, and easily reproducible.  Carry-over 

contamination is also reduced (Mackay et al. 2002; Li et al. 2006). qPCR is unique because it 

allows for the detection of the accumulating amplicon in real time and uses target specific probes 

labeled with a fluorogenic molecule. Probes are chemically modified to contain a fluorescent 
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reporter dye at the 5’ end and a quencher dye at the 3’ end. The quencher initially blocks the 

fluorescence of the reporter dye until the Taq polymerase cleaves the annealed probe in between 

the reporter and quencher dye.  Each reporter dye emits energy at a specified wavelength that is 

detected by a PCR instrument in real time (Mackay et al. 2006; Pongers-Willemse et al. 1998; 

Schaad and Frederick 2002). Several qPCR assays have been developed to detect a single 

bacterial plant pathogenic species or subspecies including Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. 

sepedonicus, R. solanacearum, Agrobacterium strains, Xylella fastidiosa, Candidatus 

liberibacter asiaticus, and X. citri pv. citri (Golmohammadi et al. 2007; Li et al. 2006; Schaad 

and Frederick 2002). Additionally, multiplex qPCRs can be developed to simultaneously detect 

up to four separate species (targets) as long as the reporter dyes do not have overlapping 

wavelengths.  For example, a multiplex qPCR has been developed to detect four pathogenic 

species of Phytophthora. Specific primers and probes labeled with FAM (P. ramorum), Yakima 

Yellow (P. kernoviae), ROX (P. citricola), and Cy5 (P. quercina) were created based on 

different regions of the ras-related protein (Ypt) gene (Schena et al. 2006). This assay proved to 

be a reliable, sensitive, and cost effective method because multiple pathogens were detected 

using one reaction mixture.  

The objective of this project was to evaluate the use of the hrpB2 region to more readily 

and accurately separate the four bacterial spot of tomato pathogens. It was hypothesized that the 

hrpB2 region would be conserved amongst species of xanthomonads and that it could be used to 

develop a PCR or qPCR to readily separate the casual agents of bacterial spot. The sequencing 

and phylogenetic analysis of strains representing the four bacterial spot pathogens and other 

pathogenic xanthomonads revealed that hrpB2 was highly conserved amongst strains of the same 
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species. Two of the species only varied by two single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) which 

lead us to develop a qPCR assay instead of conventional PCR due to its sensitivity.  

Materials and Methods 

Isolation and Storage of Bacterial Strains 

All the bacterial strains used in this study can be found in Table 2-1. Bacteria were grown 

on nutrient agar (NA) medium (BBL, Becton Dickinson and Co., Cockeysville, MD) at 28°C and 

transferred every 24 to 48 hr. For long-term storage, purified cultures were stored in sterile 30% 

glycerol solution at -80°C. The following protocol was implemented to isolate bacteria from 

symptomatic plant tissue for qPCR testing. Individual lesions were aseptically cut from young 

bacterial spot lesions on tomato and pepper leaves. The infected tissue was transferred to 25 μL 

of sterile tap water in a Petri dish where it was macerated using a sterile scalpel. A small amount 

of this suspension was transferred to NA using a sterile inoculating loop and quadrant streak was 

preformed to isolate the bacteria. Streaked NA plates were placed in an incubator at 28°C for 48 

to 72 hr. Suspect colonies resembling Xanthomonas (yellow, mucoid colonies) were transferred 

to fresh NA and placed back in the incubator for 48 hr. This step was repeated until a pure 

culture could be obtained.  To confirm pathogenicity, the isolated colonies were then infiltrated 

into tomato leaves and observed for development of an HR or disease development. 

Bacterial DNA Extraction from Pure Cultures and Infected Leaf Tissue  

Bacterial DNA was extracted from pure cultures using either the CTAB method as 

previously described (Wilson 1987) or by boiling fresh bacterial cells.  Using the end of a sterile 

toothpick a small amount of bacterial cells were removed from a pure culture and transferred to a 

sterile 1.5 mL capped eppendorf tube containing 400 μL of sterilized tap water.  The tube 

containing the bacterial suspension was then placed in rapidly boiling water for 20 min, 

transferred to ice for 5 min to cool, and then centrifuged at max speed (15,000 rpm) for 5 min. A 
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modified boiling protocol was used for extracting DNA from infected leaf tissue. Using a 

sterilized scalpel, three to four lesions were cut from artificially or naturally infected tomato or 

pepper leaves.  The lesions were then rinsed with sterile tap water to remove any pesticide 

residues that may be present on the leaf surface. The rinsed lesions were transferred to sterile 1.5 

mL capped eppendorf tubes containing 500 μL of sterilized tap water and macerated using a 

sterilized pestle. In order to separate bacterial cells from plant debris, plant debris was allowed to 

settle to the bottom of the tube for 1 hr.  Without disturbing any plant debris, approximately 300 

μL of the supernatant containing the bacterial cells was transferred to a new sterile 1.5 mL 

capped eppendorf tube. The tube containing the bacterial suspension was then placed in rapidly 

boiling water for 20 min, transferred to ice for 5 min to cool, and then centrifuged at max speed 

(15,000 rpm) for 5 min.  

PCR Assay, Sequencing and Phylogenetic Analysis  

As described in Obradavic et al. (2004b), hrpB specific primers [RST65 (5’-

GTCGTCGTTACGGCAAGGTGGTCG-3’) and RST69 (5’-

TCGCCCAGCGTCATCAGGCCATC-3’)] were used to amplify a 420 bp fragment of genomic 

DNA from strains of the four bacterial spot species (78 strains in total) (Table 2-1). The 

following protocol was used to amplify the extracted DNA; i. 95.0°C for 5 min (1x), ii. 95.0°C 

for 30 sec, 63.0°C for 30 sec, 72.0°C for 45 sec (29x), and iii. 72.0°C for 5 min, 4.0°C ∞ (1x). 

Amplified PCR products were submitted to the Interdisciplinary Center for Biotechnology 

Research (ICBR) at the University of Florida (Gainesville, FL, USA) for Sanger sequencing. 

Additional hrpB2 gene sequences representing multiple plant pathogenic Xanthomonas species 

were obtained from the National Center of Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database. All 

sequences were aligned and trimmed using the ClustualW feature in MEGA6 (Tamura et al. 
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2013). The maximum likelihood tree feature in MEGA6 was used for the phylogenetic analysis 

of the hrpB2 aligned sequences.  

qPCR Probe and Primer Design 

The hrpB2 sequences that were obtained from ICBR and the NCBI database were used to 

create probes and primers for each of the four bacterial spot species and any groups that were 

within species. Species-specific and group-specific probes were developed using the following 

guidelines: GC-content was kept in the 20 to 80% range, runs of identical nucleotides were 

avoided, a guanine was not placed on the 3’ or 5’ end, and the melting temperature (Tm) was 

kept at 69°C for potential multiplexing.  The forward and reverse primers were designed last and 

were developed using the following guidelines: primers were designed as close as possible to the 

probe without overlapping the sequences, GC-content was kept in the 20-80% range, runs of 

identical nucleotides were avoided, and the Tm for each primer was kept at 59°C. Primer sets 

were designed with the intent to amplify more than one bacterial spot species and to minimize 

the amount of reagents in the reaction mixture. The following equation was used to calculate a 

rough estimate of Tm for the qPCR probes and primers: Tm= [(G’s+C’s) 4+ (A’s+T’s) 2]. The 

designed qPCR probe and primer sets were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc 

(IDT©) (Coralville, IA). Each probe was initially ordered with the 56-FAM 5’ reporter dye for 

optimization. In order to create a multiplex qPCR, each species-specific probe was then given a 

different 5’ reporter dye.  

Multiplex qPCR Assay Development and Optimization 

During the development phase, DNA from strain Xv 141 and 144, Xe 157, Xp 1484, and 

Xg GA2 was extracted using the CTAB method and measured via a nanodrop for the DNA 

concentration value and quality. Each DNA sample was then adjusted to 80 ng. These five 

strains served as positive controls for the duration of this study. Each probe and primer stock 
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solution was adjusted to contain 100 mM of the probe or primer. Depending on the probe and 

primer set, different working solutions of 100, 200, 400, 800, and 1200 nM were created. 

Cycling protocols with varying Tms ranging from 57 to 69°C were created in a Cepheid 

SmartCycler
®
 (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, CA). The qPCR cycling protocol was as follows: Stage 1) 

95°C, 30 sec, Optics off, Stage 2) i] 95°C, 3 sec, Optics off, ii] Tm°C, 30 sec, Optics on, and iii] 

72°C, 30 sec, Optics off. For master mix optimization, different volumes of water, MgCl, 10x 

PCR buffer, dNTPs, primers, and probes were evaluated to find the best working master mix 

solution. Additionally, we evaluated a master mix containing Premix Ex Taq (Takara Bio 

Company, Japan), which contains all of the components except the probes and primers. Twenty-

three microliters of each master mix was added to a smart cycler tube for each sample and 2 μL 

of each DNA sample was added to their assigned tube. After each probe and their corresponding 

primer set were optimized separately, three species-specific probes were then given the 

following 5’ reporter dyes: 5TexRd-XN (Xg-probe), 5Cy5 (Xv-probe), and 5TET (Xe-probe). 

The results from the individual optimization studies were used to determine the cycling protocol 

and master mix component concentrations for the multiplex qPCR assay. Once the protocol and 

master mix components were finalized, pure cultures from each species (72 strains in total) were 

tested to verify the specificity of the multiplex qPCR assay. After validation, DNA was extracted 

from various tomato and pepper leaf and fruit lesions and tested to further explore the multiplex 

assay’s potential.  

Results 

HrpB2 PCR, Sequencing, and Phylogenetic Analysis 

Amplified PCR products were successfully obtained from all strains listed in Table 2-1 

using the two hrpB2 specific primers RST65 and RST69. The PCR products were sent to ICBR 

for Sanger sequencing. Additional hrpB2 sequences from type strains representing different 
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species of Xanthomonas (X. euvesicatoria_8510, X. gardneri, X. perforans_91-118, X. 

vesicatoria, X. axononopodis pv. citrumelo_F1, X. oryzae pv. oryzae, X. oryzae pv. oryzicola, X. 

axonopodis pv. syngonii, X. axonopodis pv. glycines, X. fuscans subsp. fuscans, and X. 

campestris pv. campestris) were obtained from the online NCBI database. The compiled 

sequences were then aligned using the ClustualW feature in MEGA6 (Tamura et al. 2013). The 

sequence alignment revealed that the hrpB2 gene is highly conserved amongst strains of the 

same species. No variation was seen amongst strains belonging to Xe, Xg, or Xp. However, there 

was one single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) difference present at position 331 in different 

strains of Xv. Therefore, from this point on they will be referred to as Xv group 1 (ETH1, 2, & 4, 

UF3 & 6, 141, and 1111) and Xv group 2 (ETH3, 17, 18, & 20, UF 1 and 7, 56, and 144). 

Additionally, Xe and Xp strains only varied by 2 SNPs at positions 257 and 260 in the hrpB2 

sequence. The obtained ClustualW alignment was used to create a maximum likelihood tree with 

bootstrap values using MEGA 6 (Tamura et al. 2013). A condensed phylogenetic tree of the 

hrpB2 gene from the previously mentioned xanthomonads can be seen in Figure 2-1. 

qPCR Probe and Primer Design 

 The results from the previous section were used to determine that a qPCR assay using 

species-specific probes would be more obtainable and efficient than creating species-specific 

PCR primers. The aligned hrpB2 sequences were used to create four species-specific probes and 

two corresponding primer sets for detection of the four bacterial spot pathogens. Two additional 

Xv probes and one primer set were also created to detect the two groups. The full list of the final 

sequences for the qPCR probes and primers that were developed and used for the remainder of 

this study can be seen in Table 2-2. The target sequence of the hrpB2 gene for the Xe- and Xp-

specific probes could only be developed around the 2 SNPs previously described. The Xv- and 

Xg-specific probes were also designed around 2 SNPs at positions 59 and 62 in the resulting 
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ClustualW alignment.  The two Xv group-specific probes had to be designed around the SNP at 

position 331. For the species-specific probes, each probe is either 21 or 22 nucleotides in length 

and has G+C content of either 68.1 or 76.2%. In terms of the group-specific probes for Xv, each 

probe is 22 or 24 nucleotides in length and has G+C content of either 54.1 or 68.1%.  A primer 

set was created to complement the two species-specific probes for Xe and Xp while another 

primer set was created to complement the two species-specific probes for Xv and Xg. The Xv 

group-specific probes also have a corresponding primer set. Each probe and primer set was 

designed with 9 to 16 nucleotide spacer sequence in between the start or end of a primer and a 

probe. Each primer is between 18 to 20 nucleotides in length, and with G+C content of 66.1 to 

77.7%.  

Multiplex qPCR Assay Development, Optimization, and Validation  

Due to the close relatedness of Xe and Xp in the hrpB2 gene, their species-specific probes 

and primers were evaluated first. Working solutions of the Xp probe and its primer set were 

made at 100, 200, 400, and 800 nM concentrations. Different concentrations of the Xp-specific 

probe and its primer set were tested in two different master mix solutions. One master mix 

contained the Premix Ex Taq and the other master mix contained 8.2 μL of molecular grade 

water, 2.5 μL of 10x PCR Buffer, 3.0 μL of 50 nM MgCl2, 0.6 μL of dNTPs, 3.0 μL of each 

primer, 2.5 μL of the probe, and 0.2 μL of platinum Taq per each sample. An initial Tm of 59°C 

was selected to be evaluated with the previously described qPCR protocol. Unfortunately, there 

was no amplification of the target sequence using the Premix Ex Taq in combination with any of 

the probe and primer concentrations. However, there was amplification of the Xp target sequence 

with the second master mix (Figure 2-2 A).  The strongest amplification of DNA from Xp strain 

1484 occurred with the 800 nM concentration of the probe and primer set (Figure 2-2 A and B). 

The 400 and 200 nM concentrations did amplify the target, but the Ct values were higher and not 
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ideal. The 100 nM concentration did not amplify the target (Figure 2-2 A).  However, there was 

also amplification of the DNA from the Xe strain 157 (Figure 2-2 B). The DNA from Xp strain 

1484 crossed the threshold about 1 cycle before the DNA from Xe strain 157. In an attempt to 

increase the specificity, Tms of 61 and 63°C were tested in the qPCR protocol using the Xp 

probe. Increasing the Tm did not appear to increase the specificity (Figure 2-2 E). Additionally, a 

1200 nM concentration of the Xp probe and primer set was also made in order to increase the 

specificity and/or cause lower Ct values. Increasing the probe and primer concentration had no 

effect on the specificity or the Ct values (Figure 2-2 C).  In all of the tested cases above, the Xp 

strain always had a lower Ct value by at least one cycle than the Xe strain.  

The Xe-specific probe and primer set was tested next in order to determine if there would 

be a similar result as to what was seen with the Xp-specific probe and primer set. The second 

master mix mentioned in the previous paragraph was used for testing the Xe-specific probe and 

primer set. Working solutions of 400, 800, and 1200 nM were evaluated for the Xe-specific 

probe and primer set. The qPCR protocol using a Tm of 59°C was used for this experiment. 

Similar to the results seen using the Xp-specific probe, the Xe-specific probe and primer set 

consistently caused the amplified the DNA from 157 to cross at least one cycle before the DNA 

from 1484. This would occur regardless of the Xe-specific probe and primer set concentrations 

(Figure 2-2 C). However, the working solutions containing the 800 nM concentrations caused the 

greatest difference in Ct values (5.36) (Figure 2-2 D). Therefore, the next step was to evaluate 

the use of two species-specific probes with different reporter dyes (FAM and TET) and add them 

to the same master mix. The hypothesis was that it would cause the two probes to compete with 

one another for their sequence-specific target and increase their specificity. The same master mix 

and qPCR protocol were used with this test. The Xp-probe and the Xe-probe still picked up both 
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Xe strain 157 and Xp strain 1484. However, there was an increase in the difference between the 

Ct values for both probes. The Xp-probe picked up Xp strain 1484 4.23 cycles before the Xe 

strain 157 (Figure 2-3 A) and the Xe-probe picked up Xe strain 157 10.33 cycles before the Xp 

strain 1484 (Figure 2-3 B). These results were encouraging and led to the testing of the Xg- and 

Xv-specific probes and primer set.  

Based on the previous optimization results for Xe- and Xp-specific probes and primer 

sets, the Xg-specific probe and primer set were first tested using the master mix containing 800 

nM probe and primer concentration at a Tm of 59°C. However, this combination did not yield 

similar results. There was no amplification of the target DNA of GA2 or any of the other samples 

(Figure 2-4 A). Therefore, different protocols were tested with different Tms of 57, 62, 63, 65, 

67, and 69°C. Target amplification was not observed until the Tm reached 67°C, but the curves 

and Ct values were the most optimal at 69°C (Figure 2-4 A and B). Additionally, the Xg-specific 

probe only amplified GA2 DNA and not the other control strains. Other Xg strains were tested to 

confirm this trend; UF1 through UF9 were used in the next two experiments in addition to the 

five control strains. The boiling method was used to extract DNA from the UF strains. The same 

master mix and qPCR protocol containing a Tm of 69°C were used. Once again the Xg-specific 

probe and primer set, only amplified the Xg strains UF5, UF9, and GA2 (Figure 2-4 C). Since the 

Xv-specific probe shares its primer set with the Xg-specific probe, it was assumed that it would 

amplify well at 69°C. The same parameters were used as previously described using the UF 

strains 1 through 9, and the control strains. The Xv-specific probe and primer set only amplified 

both groups belonging to Xv (Figure 2-4 D). Since these two probes require a Tm of 69°C, the 

Xp- and Xe-specific probes with the FAM and TET dye set, respectively, and their primer set 

were tested with the Tm of 69°C. This increase in Tm caused the Xe- and Xp-specific probes to 
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only amplify DNA from Xp strain 1484 and Xe strain 157, respectively (Figure 2-3 C and D).  

For the multiplex optimization, the probes listed in Table 2-2 were used for the remainder of the 

study.  

Based on the previous results, the qPCR protocol with a Tm of 69°C was used. 

Therefore, the final optimized qPCR cycling protocol is as follows: Stage 1) 95°C, 30 sec, Optics 

off, Stage 2) i] 95°C, 3 sec, Optics off, ii] 69°C, 30 sec, Optics on, and iii] 72°C, 30 sec, Optics 

off. Since the Tm is close to the extension temperature of 72°C, the extension step (iii) was 

eliminated from the protocol as it should not affect the results of the multiplex assay. It will 

simply shorten the reaction time. Three different master mix solutions were made by varying the 

probe and primer concentrations (1 μM/2 μM, 2 μM/4 μM, and 3 μM/6 μM), while maintaining 1 

to 2 ratios. The volumes of each master mix are listed as follows: 5.7 μL of molecular grade 

water, 2.5 μL of 10x PCR Buffer, 3.0 μL of 50 nM MgCl2, 0.6 μL of dNTPs, 3.0 μL of each 

forward/reverse primer set working solution (i.e. F1/R1 and F2/R2), 1.25 μL of the probe, and 

0.2 μL of platinum Taq per each sample. The master mix that contained the 3 μM probe and 6 

μM primer concentrations resulted in the best Ct values and curves for all tested samples. The 

multiplex results with this cycling protocol and master mix can be seen in Figure 2-5 in which 

DNA from 2 Xv (MME and 1111), 6 Xe (11, 1520, 9060, Xv881, NG21, and NG70), 3 Xg 

(Xg51, 444, and 452), and 2 Xp (NG4 and NG68) strains was amplified only by their 

corresponding probes and primers.  The previously described qPCR cycling protocol and 

finalized master mix were used for validation of the multiplex assay in which DNA from 72 pure 

cultures of different Xanthomonas strains were tested. All 72 strains gave the expected results 

and the multiplex assay functioned properly (Table 2-1).  
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Since the multiplex assay efficiently and accurately amplifies DNA from pure cultures of 

the four bacterial spot species, the next step was to test DNA extracted from lesions from tomato 

and pepper leaves and fruit if possible. Infected tissue was collected from various field or 

greenhouse locations in Florida. DNA was extracted from lesions from approximately 30 

symptomatic tomato and pepper leaves and 2 tomato fruits. The extracted DNA products were 

then tested using the multiplex bacterial spot qPCR assay. For a majority of the samples, the Ct 

values for the DNA extracted from leaf lesions were similar to the Ct values for DNA extracted 

from their corresponding pure cultures. However, some of the DNA extracted from older tomato 

leaf lesions from the field did not amplify with this qPCR assay. The Xp-specific probes were 

able to amplify DNA extracted from pure cultures isolated from the same lesions. These results 

can be seen in Figure 2-6, which represents DNA extracted from all tissue types. The pepper 

leaves were positive for Xe and the tomato leaves and fruit were positive for Xp (Table 2-3).    

Evaluation of the Two Group-Specific Probes for X. vesicatoria  

The two group-specific Xv probes and a corresponding primer set were tested separately 

from the multiplex qPCR assay described above. 141, 144, 157, 1484, and GA2 were used as 

controls in this part of the study. Working solutions consisting of 800 and 400 nM concentrations 

were created for each probe and primer. The master mix used is as follows: 8.2 μL of molecular 

grade water, 2.5 μL of 10x PCR Buffer, 3.0 μL of 50 nM MgCl2, 0.6 μL of dNTPs, 3.0 μL of 

each primer, 2.5 μL of the probe, and 0.2 μL of platinum Taq per each sample. The following 

qPCR cycling protocol was used: Stage 1) 95°C, 30 sec, Optics off, Stage 2) i] 95°C, 3 sec, 

Optics off, ii] 59°C, 30 sec, Optics on, and iii] 72°C, 30 sec, Optics off. The 800 nM working 

concentration appeared to be the best based on the observed Ct values and curves for both probes 

(Figure 2-7). A similar result was observed with the group-specific Xv probes as the Xe- and Xp-

specific probes. However, the Xv group1-specfic probe resulted in a greater difference in Ct 
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values (6.48) between the two groups (Figure 2-7 A).  This greater difference was not seen with 

the Xv group 2-specific probe (Figure 2-7 B). Ten additional Xv strains were tested and the same 

phenomenon was observed for each one.  

Discussion 

As predicted, the hrpB2 gene is highly conserved amongst strains from the same species 

of Xanthomonas and is an ideal candidate for creating identification or diagnostic assays. All of 

the tested strains from Xp, Xe, and Xg were 100% identical within their given species. Xp and Xe 

were the two most closely related species based on the hrpB2 in which they only varied by 2 

SNPS. This fact resulted in the development of qPCR species-specific probes rather than species-

specific PCR primers because qPCR is highly sensitive and many qPCR assays are able to 

differentiate target sequences that differ by only one nucleotide. There is a slight variation 

amongst the strains of Xv in terms of only one nucleotide at position 331. However, the 

significance of this variation is unclear at this time. It does not appear to follow a distinct pattern 

in terms of geographical location because different strains from various locations fall into both 

groups.  For example, Xv strains from Ethiopia fall into both groups. Therefore, two group-

specific probes were also created, but are not necessary for the multiplex assay. Additionally, the 

four bacterial spot species are clearly separated from the other species that were evaluated which 

can be seen clearly in Figure 2-1.  

Initially, each species-specific probe and their corresponding primer set were tested 

separately from one another before being tested together as part of a multiplex qPCR assay. This 

revealed that individually the probes are not very specific because we were getting false positives 

with closely related species. For example, the Xp-specific probe gave positive results for strains 

belonging to both Xp and Xe. This could be due to the fact that the Xp- and the Xe-specific 

probes can form a secondary structure, which can affect the purified yield, purity measurements, 
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and/or their use in certain applications. The simplest solution would have been to design new 

probes in another region of the hrpB2. However, this was not possible for the Xp- and the Xe-

specific probes or the two group-specific probes for Xv because they only varied by two or one 

SNPs, respectively. It was assumed that developing a master mix that contained both probes 

(with different reporter dyes) would increase the specificity of the probes by causing them to 

compete with one another for their targets (Figure 2-3 A and B). Additionally, increasing the Tm 

can overcome a probes ability to form a secondary structure. Individually, the increase in Tm did 

not appear to increase the specificity of the Xp- and the Xe-specific probes (Figure 2-2 E). 

However, when both approaches were combined, there was a greater increase in specificity 

(Figure 2-3 C and D).  Similar to the other two species-specific probes, the Xg- and the Xv-

specific probes do form secondary structures. However, only the secondary structure for Xg- 

specific probe has the potential to affect the purified yield, purity measurements, and/or their use 

in certain applications. This could be the reason that the higher Tm of 69°C is required for the 

Xg-specific probe to successfully amplify the target DNA from Xg strains. Another factor that 

may affect the yield is the location of the target SNP in the probe sequence. All of the probes 

were designed with the target SNP in the center of the sequence except for the Xv group1-

specific probe. All of the probe sequence targets are highlighted in red in Table 2-2. In order to 

design all of the probes with a calculated Tm of 69°C, the target SNP for Xv group2-specific 

probe had to be located closer to the 5’ end of the sequence. This location appears to account for 

the greater difference in Ct values observed between the two Xv groups with the Xv group1-

specific probe (Figure 2-7 A). This needs to be further validated by testing the Xp- and the Xe-

specific probes with the target nucleotide moved towards the 5’ end. However, this was not 

necessary for this study since the increase in Tm and the multiplex master mix resolved the 
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problem.  After successful optimization, this multiplex qPCR assay has proven to be highly 

specific to the four causal agents of bacterial spot (Figure 2-5). 

qPCR has gained popularity in plant disease diagnostics because it is a rapid, highly 

sensitive, and easily reproducible technique that also reduces carry-over contamination. As 

previously, mentioned qPCR assays have been developed to detect several plant pathogens 

including C. michiganensis subsp. sepedonicus, R. solanacearum, Agrobacterium strains, Xylella 

fastidiosa, Candidatus liberibacter asiaticus, and X. citri pv. citri (Golmohammadi et al. 2007; 

Li et al. 2006; Schaad and Frederick 2002). However, the full potential has not been recognized 

for this technology in plant pathology. To our knowledge, only one multiplex qPCR has been 

developed to simultaneously detect four different pathogenic species at one time. Schena et al. 

(2006) developed a multiplex qPCR assay designed to detected four pathogenic species of 

Phytophthora (P. ramorum, P. kernoviae, P. citricola, and P. quercina). Their results indicated 

that multiplex qPCR assay can be a reliable and sensitive tool to detect multiple pathogens at 

once.  

However, there are some obvious advantages and disadvantages to using this type of 

detection method for bacterial spot of tomato pathogens or any other plant pathogen. In terms of 

the disadvantages, the initial set up for a lab not already using qPCR can be rather expensive. A 

thermal cycler for qPCR detection can cost up to 30 thousand dollars depending on the make and 

model of the machine. This cost does not include the master mix components or the probes and 

primers required for the assay. The probes and primers for this multiplex bacterial spot assay will 

cost around 12 hundred dollars in total. However, these probes and primers will last for hundreds 

of samples. Therefore, if a lab is already running qPCR assays then the cost will go down 

substantially. As indicated, any qPCR assay will require time, money, and persistence to 
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properly develop. However, this multiplex qPCR assay for bacterial spot has already been 

developed and validated. Therefore, it will not require any extra work for other researchers who 

will be using this assay as long as they follow the optimized protocol presented in this study. The 

main limitation to this assay is that it will not be able to detect a new species or strains of 

Xanthomonas associated with bacterial spot of tomato or pepper.   

In general, there are more advantages to using this multiplex qPCR assay for the four 

causal agents of bacterial spot than the other commonly used methods. The most common 

method for distinguishing plant pathogenic xanthomonads is PCR. This can include any method 

that utilizes PCR primers to amplify a target, such as 16s rRNA, housekeeping genes, or hrpB, 

that will be sequenced or digested with restriction enzymes. Including the time required for 

obtaining a pure culture, these assays can take at least 2 weeks to complete and obtain results. In 

comparison, our multiplex assay can identify a bacterial spot species within a day if you are able 

to successfully extract DNA from fresh lesions. As previously mentioned, some of the DNA 

extracted from older field tomato leaf lesions did not amplify with this qPCR assay. The lack of 

amplification appeared to be associated with the condition of that particular sample. These 

samples were already in a state of decay or the leaf lesions were old and disintegrating. The lack 

of target amplification could be due to the abundance of inhibitors that are typically present in 

these older leaf samples. Occasionally, performing a one to ten dilution could overcome the 

presence of inhibitors in the sample. Although these samples were qPCR negative, typical 

Xanthomonas colonies were isolated, purified, and subsequently tested positive for Xp. 

Therefore, the leaf extraction protocol works best on intact samples with young or newly 

emerged lesions. Even if DNA extraction from bacterial lesions is not possible and a purified 

culture is required, the whole assay can be finished within 8 to 10 days in most cases. When 
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compared to race determination via avr genes, this assay does not require the time and materials 

needed for the seeding and maintaining of different tomato varieties required for identification.  

In general, this assay has shown to be much more time efficient than the current identification 

methods for the four bacterial spot pathogens.  Moreover, if the outlined protocol is followed, 

this multiplex qPCR for bacterial spot of tomato should be easily reproducible by any diagnostic 

or research lab.     

Furthermore, this novel method for detecting the four causal agents of bacterial spot can 

be beneficial to a wide variety of researchers. Epidemiologists will be able to monitor changes in 

the bacterial spot population overtime and in different areas or regions with ease and accuracy. 

Additionally, researchers will be able to compare results with one another because this 

identification assay can be easily replicated. In terms of diagnostic laboratories, technicians will 

be able to quickly identify which Xanthomonas species is present in a grower’s tomato or pepper 

field. Moreover, breeders could use the information collected by epidemiologists and diagnostic 

labs in order to specifically target a bacterial spot species present in a field. For example, the use 

of a resistant tomato cultivar that is specific to one species would be much more efficient than 

having to target all four. In general, the outlined multiplex qPCR assay for the four causal agents 

of bacterial spot is rapid, accurate, and easily reproducible. Therefore, this multiplex assay has 

the potential to benefit many plant pathologists and is vast improvement over the current 

identification techniques for these four pathogens.   
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Table 2-1. Bacterial strains used in this study for the phylogenetic analysis, validation of the 

multiplex qPCR assay, or both 

Species Strain Origin hrpB2 sequenced
 

qPCR
c 

X. perforans 621 Florida N Y 

 

938 Florida Y Y 

 

1220 Thailand/seed Y Y 

 

1484 Mexico Y Y 

 

1712 Florida N Y 

 

2010 Florida pepper Y Y 

 

GEV839
a
, 872, 893, 904, 909, 

915, 917, 936, 940, 968, 993, 

1001, 1026, 1044, 1054, & 

1063 

Florida Y N 

 

ETH5
a
, 11, 13, 14, 19, 21, 22, 

25, 26, 28, 29, 31, 32, & 33 
Ethiopia Y Y 

 

NG4
a
 & 68 Nigeria Y Y 

X. euvesicatoria 11 China N Y 

 

153 & 155 Florida Y Y 

 

157 Australia Y Y 

 

330, 338, & 9060 Barbados Y Y 

 

1085 Mexico Y Y 

 

1520 Sudan N Y 

 

1605 Ohio Y Y 

 

IP Vietnam pepper N Y 

 

NG21
a
 & 70 Nigeria Y Y 

 

XV881 Spain N Y 

X. vesicatoria  56 Brazil Y Y 

 

141 New Zealand Y Y 

 

144 Argentina Y Y 

 

1111 New Zealand/Type strain Y Y 

 

ETH1
a
, 2, 3

a
, 4, 17 ,18, & 20 Ethiopia Y Y 

 

MME Ohio N Y 

 

UF1 California Y Y 

 

UF2 California N Y 

 

UF3 Italy Y Y 

 

UF4 California N Y 

 

UF6
 

California Y Y 

 

UF7 Brazil Y Y 

 

UF8 Brazil N Y 

X. gardneri 444 &451 Costa Rica Y Y 

 

1782 & 1783 Brazil Y N 

 

OOT12B Ohio Y N 

 

ETH7
a
, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 23, 24, 

& 30 
Ethiopia Y Y 

 

FURMAN-3 Pennsylvania Y N 
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Table 2-1. Continued. 

Species Strain Origin hrpB2 sequenced
 

qPCR
c 

X. gardneri GA2 Hungry Type strain Y Y 

 

UF5 Canada Y Y 

 

UF9 Brazil Y Y 

 

Xg51 Canada N Y 

a= the “type” stain sequence used in the condensed phylogenetic tree 

b= if there is the letter “Y” in this column, then DNA from the strain has been amplified using 

the hrpB2 primers (RST65 and RST69) and sequenced by ICBR. If there is the letter “N,” then 

the hrpB2 sequence was not obtained for that strain.  

c= If there is the letter “Y” in this column, then extracted DNA from the strain has been tested 

and confirmed positive for one of the four causal agents of bacterial spot using the multiplex 

qPCR. If there is the letter “N” in this column, then extracted DNA from the strain has not been 

tested using the Multiplex qPCR assay for the four causal agents of bacterial spot. 

 

Table 2-2. qPCR probes and primers used in this study 
X. perforans Probe (Xp probe) 5’/56-FAM/CGGGCAAGGAGCCATCGCCTGT/31ABkFQ/-

3’ 

X. euvesicatoria Probe (Xe probe) 5’/5TET/CGGGCAAGGCGCAATCGCCTGT/3BHQ_2/-3’ 

X. perforans and X. euvesicatoria 

Primer Set (FP1 and FP2) 

5’-CGTCGACGGCCTGGGCGA-3’ 

5’-CCGGTGCCTGCGCCTGGA-3’ 

X. gardneri Probe (Xg probe) 5’-/5TexRd-

XN/TGCGCCAGCGTGACGGCACGC/3IAbRQSp/-3’ 

X. vesicatoria Probe1 (Xv probe1) 5’-/5Cy5/TGCGCCAGCGCGATGGCACGC/3IAbRQSp/-3’ 

X. gardneri and X. vesicatoria Primer 

Set (FP2 and RP2) 

5’-AGGTCAGCCTGGGCGAGGT-3’ 

5’-TGAAGCCCACCACCTCGGC-3’ 

X. vesicatoria Probe 2 (Xv probe2) 

(Group1) 

5’/56-FAM/CGAACAGCCCATGCCAACCGGC/31ABkFQ/-

3’ 

X. vesicatoria Probe 3 (Xv probe3) 

(Group2) 

5’/5TET/CTGATCGAACAACCCATGCCAACC/3BHQ_2/-

3’ 

X. vesicatoria Group 1 and 2 Primer Set 

(FP3 and RP3) 

5’-AGGCGCCCGACCCCATGC-3’ 

5’-CGTCATCAGGCCATCGACGA-3’ 

Note: The letters in red font are the target SNPs for that specific probe.  
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Table 2-3. Multiplex qPCR results for DNA extracted from infected plant tissue  
Species Sample Name Tissue Type Source/ Mode of 

Infection 

qPCR Lesion 

Result 

qPCR Culture 

Result 

X. perforans T1 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Negative  Positive 

 T2 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Positive  Positive 

 T3 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Negative  Positive 

 T4 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Negative  Negative 

 T5 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Negative  Positive 

 T6 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Negative  Positive 

 T7 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Negative  Positive 

 T8 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Negative  Positive 

 T9 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Negative  Positive 

 T10 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Negative  Positive 

 F1 Tomato fruit Field/ Natural  Positive  Positive 

 F2 Tomato fruit Field/ Natural  Positive Positive 

 3220 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Negative Positive  

 9595 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Positive  Positive  

 S3027 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Positive  Positive  

 S3066 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Positive  Positive  

 RPR863 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Positive  Positive  

 RPR1483 Tomato leaves Field/ Natural  Positive  Positive  

 GH1 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH2 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH3 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH4 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH5 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH6 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH7 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH8 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH9 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH10 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH11 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH12 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH13 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH14 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH15 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

 GH16 Tomato leaves GH/ Artificial  Positive  Positive  

X. euvesicatoria P1 Pepper leaves Field/ Natural  Positive  Positive 

 P2 Pepper leaves Field/ Natural  Positive  Positive 

 P3 Pepper leaves Field/ Natural  Positive  Positive 

 P4 Pepper leaves Field/ Natural  Positive  Positive 

 P5 Pepper leaves Field/ Natural  Positive  Positive 

Note: GH=greenhouse 
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Figure 2-1. Condensed maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree with bootstrap values based on the 

hrpB2.  

X. euvesicatoria 

X. perforans 

X. vesicatoria 

group 1 

X. vesicatoria 

group 2 

 X. gardneri 
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Figure 2-2.  FAM graphs representing the optimization process of the X. euvesicatoria- and X. 

perforans-specific probes and their corresponding primers using DNA extracted from 

pure cultures. A) amplification of 157 and 1484 with individual master mixes with 

either 100 (green & orange), 200 (black & pink), 400 (red & brown), or 800 (blue & 

navy) nM of Xp probe, FP1, and RP1, B) the optimal individualized master mix 

containing 800 nM of Xp probe, FP1, and RP1 amplifying DNA from 157 (navy) and 

1484 (blue), C) amplified DNA from 157 and 1484 using either 1200 nM (blue & 

navy) concentration of Xp probe or 400 (dark blue & green), 800 (black & pink),or 

1200 (red & brown) nM concentrations of Xe probe, FP1, and RP1, D) the optimal 

individualized master mix containing 800 nM of Xe probe, FP1, and RP1 amplifying 

DNA from 157 (black) and 1484 (pink),  E) amplified DNA of 157 and 1484 using 

the optimized individual master mix for Xp probe, FP1, and RP1 with three different 

Tms of 59 (blue & navy), 61 (red & brown), and 63°C (black & pink). 
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Figure 2-3. FAM and TET graphs representing the observed increase in specificity when the X. 

euvesicatoria- and X. perforans-specific probes and their corresponding primers were 

put into the same master mix and the DNA was extracted from pure cultures. A) FAM 

graph showing the Xp probe amplifying both DNA from 157 (red) and 1484 (brown) 

with a difference of 4.23 in Ct values at Tm of 59°C,  B) TET graph showing the Xe 

probe amplifying DNA from both 157 (red) and 1484 (brown) with a difference of 

10.33 in Ct values at Tm of 59°C,  C) FAM graph showing Xp probe only amplifying 

DNA from 1484 (blue) at Tm of 69°C, D) TET graph showing Xe probe only 

amplifying DNA from 157 (navy) at Tm of 69°C. 
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Figure 2-4. FAM graphs representing the optimization of the X. gardneri- and X. vesicatoria-

specific probes and their corresponding primers at the 800 nM concentration using 

DNA extracted from pure cultures. A) No amplification of the target GA2 with a 

master mix containing Xg probe, FP2, and RP2 using a Tm of 57, 59, 62, or 63°C, B) 

Tm gradient of 65, 67, and 69°C and target (GA2) amplification occurred only at 67 

(grey), and 69°C (orange) with a master mix containing Xg probe, FP2, and RP2, C) 

Validation test of Xg probe, FP2, and RP2 using DNA extracted from pure cultures of 

UF5 (blue), UF9 (red), and GA2 (yellow) D) Validation test of Xv probe1, FP2, and 

RP2 using UF1 (black), UF2 (grey), UF3 (purple), UF4 (navy), UF6 (Teal), UF7 

(light blue), UF8 (orange), 141 (gold), and 144 (brown). 
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Figure 2-5. qPCR graph outputs showing amplified DNA from pure cultures representing the 

four causal agents of bacterial spot using the optimized multiplex qPCR assay master 

mix with 3 μM probe and 6 μM primer concentrations. A) FAM graph associated 

with the Xp probe amplifying DNA from 2 Xp strains, NG4 (black) and NG68 (pink), 

B) TET graph associated with the Xe probe amplifying DNA from 6 Xe strains, 11 

(orange), 1520 (light blue), 9060 (gold), Xv881 (green), NG21 (teal), and NG70(sky 

blue), C) Cy5 graph associated with the Xv probe 1 amplifying DNA from 2 Xv 

strains, MME (grey) and 1111 (blue), D) TxR graph associated with the Xg probe 

amplifying DNA from 3 Xg strains ,Xg51 (brown), 444 (fuchsia), and 451 (purple). 
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Figure 2-6. DNA extracted from infected pepper and tomato tissue detected by the multiplex 

qPCR assay using DNA from pure cultures of each species as positive controls. A) 

FAM graph associated with the Xp probe amplifying DNA from artificially (grey, 

orange, green, gold, brown, red, lime green, & light blue) and naturally infected 

tomato leaf lesions (teal), naturally infected fruit lesions (navy & blue), and the 

positive control from the pure culture of 1484 (teal), B) TET graph associated with 

the Xe probe amplifying DNA from naturally infected pepper leaf lesions (light pink, 

black, grey, fuchsia, & purple) and the positive control from the pure culture of 157 

(pink), C) Cy5 graph associated with the Xv probe1 only amplifying DNA from a 

pure culture of 141 (a positive control), D) TxR graph associated with the Xg probe 

only amplifying DNA from a pure culture of the positive control, GA2 (grey). 
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Figure 2-7. The observed FAM graphs for the group-specific X. vesicatoria probes amplifying 

DNA extracted from pure cultures from both groups of X. vesicatoria. A) 800 nM Xv 

Probe2, FP3, and RP3 concentrations amplifying DNA from pure cultures of 141 

(navy) & 144 (grey), B) 400 nM Xv Probe2, FP3, and RP3 concentrations amplifying 

DNA from pure cultures of 141 (red) & 144 (green), C) 800 nM Xv Probe3, FP3, and 

RP3 concentrations amplifying DNA from pure cultures of 141 (grey) & 144 

(purple), D) 400 nM Xv Probe3, FP3, and RP3 concentrations amplifying DNA from 

pure cultures of 141 (orange) & 144 (green). 
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CHAPTER 3 

A SILVER BASED NANOMATERIAL FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF BACTERIAL SPOT 

OF TOMATO CAUSED BY XANTHOMONAS PERFORANS 

Introduction 

Bacterial spot of tomato is caused by four species of Xanthomonas (X. euvesicatoria, X. 

gardneri, X. perforans, and X. vesicatoria) (Jones et al. 2004). As of 2006, the dominant 

bacterial spot species of tomato in Florida is X. perforans (Vallad et al. 2010). It is one of the 

most detrimental diseases of tomato that occurs worldwide, having a high impact on yield on 

tomatoes grown in warm, moist areas such as Florida. If weather conditions are optimal, 

bacterial spot is estimated to cause yield losses of up to 50% (Louws et al. 2001; Vallad et al. 

2010). Successful infection by any of the four pathogens typically results in leaf and fruit lesions, 

defoliation, and yield loss of marketable fruit (Louws et al. 2001; Ritchie 2000). Although spots 

do not deeply penetrate into fruit tissue, fruit lesions can significantly impact fruit quality and 

marketability (Jones et al. 2004; Miller et al. 2013; Momol et al. 2008; Ritchie and Averre 1996; 

Ritchie 2000). In 2013, Florida harvested 34,000 total acres of fresh tomatoes making it the 

leading fresh market producer in the United States (USDA 2014). 

Bacterial spot of tomato can be difficult to manage and a successful disease management 

strategy is crucial for maintaining the tomato industry in the state of Florida. Unfortunately, 

many strategies such as use of the antibiotic streptomycin and copper-based bactericides have 

had only limited success over time. During the 1950’s and early 1960’s, streptomycin was the 

dominant method for bacterial spot management. However, it did not take long for the pathogens 

to develop resistance to the antibiotic and streptomycin lost efficacy even when applied at high 

rates such as 400 ppm in Florida field trials (Thayer and Stall 1962). After the emergence of 

streptomycin resistance, copper-based bactericides became the chemical of choice for disease 

management. Due to multiple applications and continuous use, copper resistance emerged in the 
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late 1960’s in Florida (Marco and Stall 1983). Copper resistance led to the addition of eythylene-

bis-dithiocarbamates such as mancozeb to copper-based bactericides. Initially, the addition of 

mancozeb to copper resulted in improved disease control and it became the grower standard. 

This increase in disease control is due to the mixture’s ability to release more soluble copper than 

a copper suspension alone (Conover and Gerhold 1981; Marco and Stall 1983). Unfortunately, it 

has been reported that copper-mancozeb will not adequately control bacterial spot when copper 

tolerant strains are present in optimal disease conditions (Jones and Jones; 1985; Obradovic et al. 

2004a). In Florida, all X. perforans strains are copper tolerant and copper-based management 

strategies are not very effective (Vallad et al. 2010). Currently, copper-mancozeb is used in 

combination with several different cultural practices to reduce yield loss due to bacterial spot 

such as using disease free seedlings. However, the difficult part is maintaining disease-free 

transplants during production due to streptomycin and copper resistance (Cooksey 1990; Gitaitis 

et al. 1992; Thayer and Stall 1962). However, exclusion of the pathogen from transplant 

production areas is the main control strategy. This strategy is rather impractical because it is 

difficult to intercept all the possible inoculum sources such dissemination from nearby infested 

fields, workers, and equipment (Gitaitis et al. 1992). Thus effective antibacterial compounds are 

currently not available for use in tomato transplant production, which is a major drawback. 

Researchers have continued to evaluate other options for managing bacterial spot of 

tomato such as systemic acquired resistance (SAR) inducers, biofilm inhibitors, and light 

activated nanomaterials. Applications of synthetic SAR inducers, such as acibenzolar S-methyl 

(ASM; Actigard 50W®, Syngenta Crop Protection, Greensboro, NC) have also been tested for 

bacterial spot management. ASM triggers the plants natural defense response and has been 

shown to increase resistance to bacterial spot in tomato plants when compared to untreated 
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controls (Obradovic et al. 2005). Worthington et al. (2012) evaluated a small molecule additive 

that is an analogue of the marine sponge natural product oroidin called 2-aminoimidazole (2AI). 

2AI in combination with copper has been shown to suppress copper resistance and decrease 

biofilm formation of X. euvesicatoria in vitro. Additionally, bell pepper plants treated with 2AI 

and copper decreased bacterial spot disease severity and increased fruit yields. Recently, light 

activated titanium dioxide (TiO2) based nanomaterials have been evaluated for managing 

bacterial spot caused by X. perforans. In the presence of light, TiO2 chemically generates 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) which are toxic to the pathogen. Paret et al. (2013) evaluated the 

use of nanoscale TiO2 alone, and TiO2 doped with either Ag or Zn against X. perforans. 

Greenhouse and field trials revealed that TiO2/Zn significantly reduced disease incidence on 

treated plants when compared with copper-based bactericides. However, TiO2/Zn has no 

antibacterial effect in the absence of light and tomato plants exhibited phytotoxicity starting at 

the 6
th

 application of the material at ~500 ppm in field trials conducted in Florida. This is a 

limiting factor in the current commercialization of this technology  

Recently, silver-based nanomaterials have been evaluated for managing bacterial spot of 

tomato and could be a potential alternative to copper-based bactericides in tomato transplant 

production. The exact mode of action is not well studied for silver nanoparticles (AgNPs), but 

they are thought to interact with thiol, carboxyl, hydroxyl, amino, phosphate, and imidazole 

groups in bacterial membrane surface proteins.  This interaction causes structural deformation of 

the cell membrane. In general, deformed cells then can uptake free Ag ions that can inactivate 

enzymes, inhibit cell replication and respiration, and cause cell death (Ocsoy et al. 2013b; 

Pan  ek et al. 2006). Unfortunately, AgNPs have the tendency to aggregate, which can reduce 

their antibacterial activity due to the reduction in covered surface area. Ocsoy et al. (2013b) 
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designed an Ag-based nanomaterial termed Ag-dsDNA-GO in order to alleviate this problem 

observed with bare AgNPs. AgNPs are grown on dsDNA in order to control AgNP size and 

aggregation. The dsDNA also serves as a bridge between the AgNPs and graphene oxide (GO). 

GO increases the adhesive force between the Ag-GO composite and bacterial cell membranes. 

GO is a carbon-based sheet that is composed of a single layer of carbon atoms with active 

surface hydroxyl, epoxy, and carboxyl groups. This sheet increases the antibacterial effect of 

AgNPs by causing an even distribution of the AgNPs and larger total surface area coverage. The 

resulting Ag-dsDNA-GO composite was found to effectively decrease X. perforans cell viability 

in vitro and in planta. In vitro, a 16 ppm concentration of Ag-dsDNA-GO was highly effective in 

inhibiting bacterial growth. Additionally, this composite had improved stability and enhanced 

antibacterial activity when compared to bare AgNPs and Ag-GO NPs alone. Also, a preliminary 

greenhouse study indicated that tomato plants treated with a 100 ppm concentration of Ag-

dsDNA-GO significantly reduced disease severity when compared to untreated plants and gave 

similar control to copper-mancozeb.  

Ag-dsDNA-GO has pronounced bactericidal effects and at 100 ppm was able to control 

bacterial spot at levels comparable to copper-mancozeb in a single greenhouse trial. It was 

hypothesized that this silver-based nanocomposite would be able to effectively manage bacterial 

spot in tomato transplant production. Therefore, the effect of the Ag-dsDNA-GO on the growth 

of copper tolerant and copper sensitive X. perforans strains was evaluated in two in vitro assays. 

Additionally, the effect of Ag-dsDNA-GO on bacterial spot disease severity caused by a copper 

tolerant X. perforans strain was evaluated in three separate greenhouse experiments.    
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Materials and Methods 

Bacterial Strains and Storage 

Two X. perforans strains were used in this study, GEV485 (copper tolerant) and 91-118 

(copper sensitive). Both of these strains were isolated from Florida tomatoes. For short term 

storage, bacteria were grown on nutrient agar (NA) medium (BBL, Becton Dickinson and Co., 

Cockeysville, MD) at 28°C and transferred every 24 to 48 hr. For long-term storage, purified 

cultures were stored in a sterile 30% glycerol solution at -80°C.  

Synthesis of DNA 

The nucleotides and CPG were provided by Glen Research (Sterling, VA). DNA 

Oligonucleotides, DNA-1: 5' AAT GTG CTC CCC CAGCGCGCTT-FITC-3' and DNA-2: 3'  

TTA CAC GAG GGG GT -5', were synthesized on an ABI 3400 DNA/RNA synthesizer 

(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).  After deprotection of DNA1 and DNA2, they are 

purified with reversed–phase HPLC, (ProStar, Varian, Walnut Creek, CA) by using a C18 

column (Econosil, 5 µm, 250-4.6 mm) from Alltech (Deerfield, IL). After purification, DNA 

solutions were allowed to dry in the centriVap centrifugal vacuum concentrators (Labconco, 

Kansas City, MO), and then concentration of each DNA solution was calculated using 

absorbance value of DNA from UV-Vis spectrum and extinction coefficient of DNA obtained 

from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc (IDT©) (Coralville, IA).  

Synthesis of Ag-dsDNA-GO 

The concentration and size of the single-layer graphene oxide (GO) are 5 g/L and 0.5 

µm-3 µm respectively and were purchased from the Graphene Supermarket (Ronkonkoma, NY). 

Silver nitrate, 99% (AgNO3), sodium borohydride (NaBH4) 98%, and 4-(2-hydroxyethyl) 

piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Sodium nitrate 

(NaNO3) was obtained from Alfa-Aesar® (Ward Hill, MA) and 18.2 megaohm (MΩ) Ultrapure 
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water was used in the all experiments (Millipore Co., Billerica, MA, USA). The same 

concentrations of DNA-1: 5' AAT GTG CTC CCC CA GCGCGCTT FITC-3' and DNA-2: 5' 

TGG GGG AGC ACA TT-3' were hybridized by mixing together in HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) for 

30 min. The hybridized DNA1 and DNA2 solution was added to 50 µg/mL of GO solution for 

30 min in order to adsorb hybridized double stranded DNA (dsDNA) on the surface of GO. 

AgNO3 solution was added to mixture of dsDNA-adsorbed GO solution to achieve a final 

concentration of 100 µM Ag
+ 

ions. After stirring the mixture for 10 min, freshly prepared NaBH4 

was deposited into the mixture drop by drop with final concentration of NaBH4 of 500 µM. The 

resulting mixture was stirred for 1 hr. After stirring, the final mixture was centrifuged to stop the 

reaction. The precipitate was dispersed with HEPES buffer, and centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 15 

min. The washing process was repeated three times.  

Instrumentation and Characterization 

A few drops of Ag-dsDNA-GO composite suspended in water were deposited onto 

carbon film-coated copper grids and allowed to dry for overnight. Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) images were generated using a Hitachi H-7000 with 100 kV voltages (Ocsoy 

et al. 2013a). The absorbance spectrum of Ag-dsDNA-GO composite was obtained with an 1800 

UV-Vis (Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, Columbia, MD) as previously described (Ocsoy et al., 

2013b). 

In Vitro Assays 

Two X. perforans strains, GEV485 (copper tolerant) and 91-118 (copper sensitive), were 

used in the in vitro assays. The bacterial strains were retrieved from long-term storage, 

aseptically transferred to nutrient agar (NA) plates, and incubated for 24 hr at 28°C. The 

bacterial strains were then transferred to NA plates containing 20 ppm of copper in the form of 

copper (II) sulfate pentahydrate (CuSO4·5H2O) (Sigma-Aldrich®, St. Louis, MO) and incubated 
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for 24 hr at 28°C. Bacterial suspensions were prepared for each strain and adjusted to an 

A600=0.3 at λ = 600 nm (~5 x10
8
 CFU/mL).  The bacterial suspensions were then diluted to 10

3
 

CFU/mL. For each strain, 20 μL of the bacterial suspension were transferred to 2 mL of each of 

the following treatments in a sterile glass tube: Ag-dsDNA-GO at 10, 25, and 50 ppm; and 

copper prepared from DuPont™ Kocide® 3000 at 10 (0.033 g/L), 25 (0.0667 g/L), and 50 ppm 

(0.167 g/L). DuPont™ Kocide® 3000 contains 30% metallic copper in the form of copper 

hydroxide (Cu(OH)2).  1 g/L of DuPont™ Kocide® 3000 contains ~300 ppm of copper. Each 

treatment was prepared in triplicate for each strain. Additionally, for each strain, one sterilized 

glass tube containing 2 mL of sterilized tap water and 20 μL of the bacterial working suspension 

served as a control. The tubes were placed on a shaker in an incubator held at 28°C. Any changes 

in the bacterial populations overtime were measured by sampling 50 μL from each tube at 15 

min, 1 hr, 4 hr, and 24 hr. The samples were plated on NA and incubated for 48 hr at 28°C. The 

number of colonies formed on each plate was counted in order to calculate the colony forming 

units (CFU)/mL for each time period. Each treatment consisted of three replicates and each in 

vitro assay was repeated two times. 

Greenhouse Experiments 

 Two-hundred milliliters of the following treatments were prepared in sterile tap water for 

the first experiment: 100, 200, and 500 ppm of Ag-dsDNA-GO; a combination of DuPont™ 

Kocide® 3000 (2.1 g/L) and Penncozeb® 75DF (1.2 g/L); and sterile tap water. A 75 ppm 

concentration of Ag-dsDNA-GO was substituted for the 500 ppm concentration of Ag-dsDNA-

GO for the second and third greenhouse replications. There were four plants per treatment in 

each experiment replication. The chemical suspensions were then applied as foliar sprays onto 

both the underside and upper side of three to four week old Bonnie Best tomato leaves until run 

off. Four plants were sprayed with sterile tap water, which served as the untreated control. The 
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chemicals were allowed to dry thoroughly before bacterial inoculation, which usually took 

between 2 to 5 hr. The copper tolerant X. perforans strain GEV485, was used in the greenhouse 

experiments. GEV485 was retrieved from long-term storage, aseptically transferred to NA plates, 

and incubated for 24 hr at 28°C. A bacterial suspension was prepared and adjusted to 5 x10
8
 

CFU/mL.  This suspension was then sprayed onto both sides of the tomato leaves. The 

inoculated seedlings were then placed in plastic bags tightened around the base of the pot with a 

rubber band and placed in a growth chamber at 28°C for 48 hr. The bags were then carefully 

removed and the plants remained in the growth chamber for 5 additional days before transferring 

them to the greenhouse. The plants were rated using the Horsfall-Barratt disease severity scale 

every other day beginning at 10 days and with the last rating at 17 days post-inoculation. The 

area under disease progress curve (AUDPC) was then calculated using the midpoint values 

outlined in Bock et al. (2009). 

Leaf Sample Preparation for SEM 

After the chemicals were allowed to dry, leaf samples were taken from the 500 ppm Ag-

dsDNA-GO treated tomato plants. These leaf samples were then fixed with Trumps fixative 

(McDowell and Trump 1976) and stored overnight at 4°C. Fixed leaves were processed with the 

aid of a Pelco BioWave laboratory microwave (Ted Pella, Redding, CA, USA).  Samples were 

washed in 1X PBS, pH 7.24, post fixed with 2% buffered osmium tetroxide, water washed, 

dehydrated in a graded ethanol series 25%, 50%, 60%, 75%, 95%, 100% and critical point dried  

(Tousimis, Rockville, MD USA).  Dried samples were mounted on double sided adhesive tabs 

on aluminum specimen mount, Au/Pd sputter coated (DeskV, Denton Vacuum, Moorestown, NJ 

USA) examined and high resolution digital micrographs acquired with field-emission scanning 

electron microscope (SEM)(S-4000, Hitachi High Technologies  America, Inc. Schaumburg, IL 

USA).  
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Statistics 

 The data collected from the in vitro assays and the greenhouse experiments were 

evaluated for statistical significance using either the Least Significant Difference (LSD) or the 

Student Newman-Keuls (SNK) method, respectively, in IBM
®
 SPSS

® 
Statistics Version 22 and a 

p-value of 0.05 were used to evaluate the data.  

Results 

The Effect of Ag-dsDNA-GO on the Growth of X. perforans In Vitro 

Both X. perforans strains were subjected to the same treatments in two separate in vitro 

assays. The data from both assays were essentially the same and combined into one graph for 

each strain. Ag-dsDNA-GO had high antimicrobial activity regardless of the concentration 

against the copper-tolerant strain, GEV485 (Figure 3-1 A). All of the concentrations of Ag-

dsDNA-GO (10, 25, and 50 ppm) completely inhibited bacterial growth within 15 min.  In 

contrast, none of the copper concentrations (10, 25, and 50 ppm) were able to significantly 

reduce the bacterial population when compared to the untreated control (sterile tap water). This 

phenomenon was observed at all time points in the experiment. As expected, all three of the 

copper concentrations (10, 25, and 50 ppm) had more adverse affects on growth of the copper-

sensitive strain, 91-118, than they did on GEV485 (Figure 3-1 B). The 50 ppm concentration of 

copper had completely eliminated recovery of the bacterium after 1 hr. However, the 10 and 25 

ppm concentrations of copper required exposure for 24 hr to completely inhibit all bacterial 

growth. All of the copper concentrations significantly inhibited bacterial growth by the 15 min 

time point when compared to the untreated control. Additionally, Ag-dsDNA-GO had the same 

effect on 91-118 as it did on GEV485.  All three concentrations (10, 25, and 50 ppm) of Ag-

dsDNA-GO inhibited all bacterial growth within 15 min. Therefore, Ag-dsDNA-GO had the 
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greatest antibacterial activity on both a copper-sensitive and a copper-tolerant strain when 

compared to copper based bactericides.  

The Effect of Ag-dsDNA-GO on Bacterial Spot Disease Severity under Greenhouse 

Conditions 

 In the first greenhouse experiment (Figure 3-2 A), all three concentrations (100, 200, and 

500 ppm) of Ag-dsDNA-GO provided significantly better bacterial spot control when compared 

to the grower standard (copper-mancozeb) and the untreated control. No adverse effects to the 

plant tissues were observed with the 100 ppm concentration of Ag-dsDNA-GO. However, strong 

phytotoxicity was observed with the 500 ppm concentration of Ag-dsDNA-GO, while the 200 

ppm concentration only showed slight phytotoxicity (Figure 3-3 D-F). Therefore, the 500 ppm 

concentration was eliminated for future experiments. The combination of copper-mancozeb 

significantly reduced bacterial spot disease severity when compared to the untreated control. 

In the second greenhouse experiment (Figure 3-2 B), only the disease severity ratings for 

the lower leaves from all of the treatments were used for the data analysis. After inoculation, 

some Ag-dsDNA-GO composite had visibly washed off of the upper leaves resulting in less 

disease control. This was due to the use of a different stock solution of Ag-dsDNA-GO in the last 

two greenhouse experiments that required almost 6 hr to fully dry on the leaf surface before the 

bacteria could be inoculated. Similar to the first experiment, all three concentrations (75, 100, 

and 200 ppm) of Ag-dsDNA-GO provided significantly better control of bacterial spot of tomato 

when compared to the grower standard and the untreated control. The 75 ppm concentration of 

Ag-dsDNA-GO provided better disease control than the grower standard, but it was slightly less 

effective than the 100 and 200 ppm concentrations of Ag-dsDNA-GO. When comparing the 

disease severity, the AUDPC for the 75 ppm treatment was almost double in comparison to the 

100 and 200 ppm treatments. In general, the two controls exhibited less disease when compared 
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to the other two greenhouse experiments. No phytotoxicity was observed for any of the 

treatments in this experiment.  

In the third greenhouse experiment (Figure 3-2 C), disease severity on plants treated with 

any of the three concentrations (75, 100, and 200 ppm) of Ag-dsDNA-GO was significantly 

lower in comparison to the grower standard and the untreated control. Of the three Ag-dsDNA-

GO treatments, the 75 ppm concentration of Ag-dsDNA-GO had the highest disease severity. 

The calculated AUDPC for the lowest rate of Ag-dsDNA-GO was about 2 times higher than the 

calculated values for the 100 and 200 ppm treatments; however, bacterial spot severity was 

significantly less than copper-mancozeb. In general, the third greenhouse experiment had the 

highest bacterial spot disease severity on the control treatments. Additionally, no phytotoxicity 

was observed for any of the treatments in this experiment. 

SEM Analysis 

The SEM images (Figure 3-4) reveal that the dried 500 ppm concentration of Ag-

dsDNA-GO forms a thick sheet over the leaf surface. However, it does not evenly cover the 

entire leaf surface. This finding is corroborated by the photographs taken 2 hr after the chemical 

had dried (Figure 3-3 A). Each Ag-dsDNA-GO treatment was sprayed using a conventional 

spray bottle and formed droplets sporadically covering the leaf surface (Figure 3-3 A-C).   

Discussion 

In this study, Ag-dsDNA-GO showed great potential as an alternative to copper-based 

bactericides in tomato transplant production to manage bacterial spot. In vitro assays revealed the 

pronounced bactericidal effects of Ag-dsDNA-GO at concentrations as low as 10 ppm. All of the 

concentrations of the composite successfully inhibited bacterial growth within 15 min of 

treatment. In order to make a direct comparison of the two metal ions, it should be noted that 50 

ppm of the Ag-dsDNA-GO contains approximately 8 ppm of silver. The lowest concentration of 
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the Ag-dsDNA-GO contains less than 2 ppm of silver and it was still able to inhibit completely 

bacterial growth within 15 min. In comparison, none of the copper concentrations completely 

inhibited bacterial growth of the copper-tolerant strain even after exposure for 24 hr. All copper 

concentrations inhibited bacterial growth of the copper-sensitive strain, but required at least 1 hr 

or more to do so. Thus, the in vitro assays indicated that Ag-dsDNA-GO is not affected by the 

copper resistance possessed by the X. perforans strains in Florida  

All Ag-dsDNA-GO concentrations were able to significantly reduce bacterial spot 

disease severity when compared to copper-mancozeb. However, in the first greenhouse study 

slight and strong phytotoxicity were observed for the 200 and 500 ppm concentrations of Ag-

dsDNA-GO, respectively (Figure 3-3 D-F). It should be noted that no adverse effects were 

observed in the two other greenhouse experiments containing the 200 ppm concentration. The 

100 ppm concentration of the silver-based nanocomposite consistently performed the best in all 

three greenhouse experiments. The main advantage of using the 100 ppm concentration is that 

the actual amount of silver in the composite is very low at approximately 16 ppm. In terms of 

copper-mancozeb, the level of copper that is currently sprayed to control bacterial spot in tomato 

fields is roughly 540 ppm. That is about 30 times higher than the amount of silver present in this 

composite which could potentially reduce the amount of heavy metals accumulating in the soil. 

In general, the composite tends to distribute on the leaf surface in heavy, thick droplets which 

varies in color depending on the concentration used (Figures 3-3 and 3-4). By far the 500 ppm 

concentration created the darkest and thickest droplets which may be correlated to the observed 

phytotoxicity. The 75 and 100 ppm concentrations resulted in light and slightly thinner droplets 

which did not cause any adverse effects to the tomato plants in any of the experiments. The 

greenhouse experiments corroborated the results seen in the in vitro assays that the Ag-dsDNA-
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GO is able to overcome the copper tolerance commonly seen in all of the Florida isolated X. 

perforans strains.  

According to Vallad et al. (2010), all of the X. perforans strains present in Florida are 

copper tolerant. That in combination with the Florida’s warm, moist environment makes 

bacterial spot extremely difficult to control with copper-based bactericides. Therefore, 

researchers continue to look for alternatives to copper and have had some success with ASM, 

2AI, and light activated nanomaterials (Obradovic et al. 2005; Paret et al. 2013; Worthington et 

al. 2012). Moreover, Ag-dsDNA-GO appears to be the most promising alternative to copper 

based on this study. However, more research is needed before Ag-dsDNA-GO can be used to 

manage bacterial spot in the field. Unfortunately, this composite is not available for mass 

distribution and would need funding or interest from chemical company to be produced 

commercially for growers. Currently, this silver-based nanomaterial can take a couple of weeks 

to make small amounts and be costly. If the composite is produced commercially then it would 

reduce the cost substantially. Additionally, the fate of Ag-dsDNA-GO in the environment still 

needs to be evaluated. It is unknown how long the composite would persist in soil or on plant 

tissue and how it would affect tomato fruit. When compared to copper which is applied at a rate 

of 540 ppm, applying Ag-dsDNA-GO  at 100 ppm would reduce the amount of heavy metals 

deposited in the soil by about 30 times. Due to these limitations and uncertainties, Ag-dsDNA-

GO would be much more suited for application in transplant production. Transplant production 

would require a smaller amount of applications of the composite than compared to using it for 

managing bacterial spot in both transplant and field production. Limiting the use to transplant 

production would reduce the potential cost of using the composite for managing bacterial spot. It 

would also make the goal of using disease free transplants much more attainable if this 
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composite is substituted for copper. Thus, it would reduce one of the potential inoculum sources 

that can cause bacterial spot infestations in the field. Although, once tomatoes are transplanted 

into a field, the growers would still have to treat their tomato plants with disease management 

strategies that include copper-based bactericides. It could also potentially reduce the impact of 

the composite on the environment, because it would not be sprayed on field tomatoes and could 

reduce the potential leaching into the soil. Based on this study, the 100 ppm concentration of Ag-

dsDNA-GO would be a good choice for managing bacterial spot in transplant production.   
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A  

 

B  

 

Figure 3-1. In vitro results of Ag-dsDNA-GO’s and Cu’s effect on bacterial growth over time 

(Blue=15 min, Red=1 hr, Green=4 hr, and Purple=24 hr). The treatments were as 

follows: Ag-dsDNA-GO at 10, 25, and 50 ppm; copper prepared from DuPont™ 

Kocide® 3000 at 10 (0.033 g/L), 25 (0.0667 g/L), and 50 ppm (0.167 g/L). A) 

GEV485 (Cu tolerant X. perforans strain), B) (91-118 (Cu sensitive X. perforans 

strain).  Error bars= Standard Deviation. A p-value of 0.05 was used in the IBM
®
 

SPSS
®
 LSD (Least Significant Difference) statistical analysis.  
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A  B 

 

C  

 

Figure 3-2. Disease severity of bacterial spot of tomato under greenhouse conditions represented 

as AUDPC. A) First trial completed in mid-spring 2014 evaluated the following 

treatments: 100, 200, and 500 ppm of Ag-dsDNA-GO; a combination of DuPont™ 

Kocide® 3000 (2.1 g/L) and Penncozeb® 75DF (1.2 g/L) (Cu-Mancozeb); and sterile 

tap water. B) Second trial completed in late spring 2014 evaluated the following 

treatments: 200, 100, and 75 ppm Ag-dsDNA-GO; a combination of DuPont™ 

Kocide® 3000 (2.1 g/L) and Penncozeb® 75DF (1.2 g/L) (Cu-Mancozeb); and 

sterilized tap water as a control and C) Third trial completed in early summer 2014 

evaluated the following treatments: 200, 100, and 75 ppm Ag-dsDNA-GO; a 

combination of DuPont™ Kocide® 3000 (2.1 g/L) and Penncozeb® 75DF (1.2 g/L) 

(Cu-Mancozeb); and sterilized tap water as a control. Error bars= Standard Deviation. 

P-value of 0.05 was used in the IBM® SPSS® SNK (Student Newman-Keuls) 

statistical analysis. 
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A   B 

C  D 

E  F 

 

Figure 3-3. Photograph of how Ag-dsDNA-GO deposits and appears on the leaf surface. A) 500 

ppm 2 hr after treatment, B) 200 ppm 2 hr after treatment, C) 100 ppm 2hrs after 

treatment, D) Slight Phytotoxicity with 200 ppm 14 days after treatment, E) Strong 

phytotoxicity observed with 500 ppm 14 days after treatment, F) Strong phytotoxicity 

observed with 500 ppm 14 days after treatment. 
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A  B 

C  D 

 

Figure 3-4. SEM images showing the deposition of 500 ppm concentration of Ag-dsDNA-GO on 

the surface of Bonnie Best tomato leaves (A-D). 
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CHAPTER 4 

PERACETIC ACID FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF BACTERIAL WILT OF TOMATO 

CAUSED BY RALSTONIA SOLANACEARUM 

Introduction 

Bacterial wilt is one of the most detrimental diseases of tomato, Solanum lycopersicum, 

and it is incited by the soil-borne, vascular pathogen, Ralstonia solanacearum. This bacterium 

has a wide host range and has been reported to cause disease in over 200 cultivated plant and 

weed species in 50 different families (Kelman 1953; McCarter 1991; Vallad et al. 2004; 

Yabuuchi et al. 1992). In general, the pathogen invades through injured tomato roots and will 

eventually colonize xylem tissue. Extensive colonization will cause wilting and plant death 

(Champoiseau et al. 2009; Vallad et al. 2004). This process can be very rapid or plants may 

appear healthy for a period of time and then wilt suddenly (McCarter 1991). Infested soil is the 

primary inoculum source, but the pathogen has been reported to survive in or on irrigation water, 

weeds, tomato stakes, farming equipment and operators, and diseased plant material 

(Champoiseau et al. 2009; Hong et al. 2008). It is also able to survive in irrigation water in close 

association with aquatic weeds (Denny 2006; Hong et al. 2008; McCarter 1991; Vallad et al. 

2004). Therefore, bacterial wilt is extremely difficult to control once field soil becomes infested.  

Bacterial wilt management strategies utilizing cultural practices are moderately effective. 

These practices may include the following: pathogen free seedlings, eliminate alternative weed 

hosts, reducing root-knot nematode populations, removal of crop residue and volunteers, 

efficient soil drainage, and proper irrigation management (Champoiseau et al. 2009; Pradhanang 

et al. 2005; Vallad et al. 2004). However, these methods are not always effective and researchers 

have continued to evaluate other alternatives for managing bacterial wilt. For instance, moderate 

horizontal resistance or tolerance to strains of R. solanacearum has been reported in certain 

potato and tomato cultivars (Champoiseau et al. 2009). Unfortunately, this is not a universal 
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solution because this type of management strategy is highly dependent upon temperature and 

strain variation that may overcome the resistance. Therefore, the effectiveness of the 

commercially available resistant tomato cultivars can vary depending on the geographic location 

(McCarter 1991; Wang et al. 1998; Vallad et al. 2004). More recently, the grafting of susceptible 

cultivars with high fruit quality onto resistant rootstocks has proven to be effective in controlling 

the disease. Currently, this strategy is used on a commercial scale in Japan, Bangladesh, and the 

Philippines (Champoiseau et al. 2009; Freeman et al. 2011; Nakaho et al. 2000).  

Over the years, researchers have evaluated the use of various soil additives and foliar or 

drip/drench applications of different chemicals for bacterial wilt management. General-purpose 

fumigants such as methyl bromide and/or chloropicrin were used to manage several soilborne 

fungi, bacteria, nematodes, and weeds (Denny 2006; Ji et al. 2005; Santos et al. 2006; Thoquet et 

al. 1996). Both fumigants were shown to reduce bacterial wilt disease incidence, but they did not 

offer season-long control on plants grown for fruit production (Enfinger et al. 1979; McCarter 

1991). However, methyl bromide has fallen out of favor due to its negative impact on the 

environment. Additionally, chloropicrin is highly regulated by the EPA because its atmospheric 

emission is highly volatile and toxic (Gan et al. 2000; Santos et al. 2006). Ji et al. (2005) 

evaluated the use of a plant-derived, volatile essential oil called thymol to control bacterial wilt. 

This biofumigant significantly reduced bacterial wilt incidence in greenhouse and field trials 

when compared to untreated plants. However, further evaluation of thymol is necessary before it 

can be considered for regular use. Additionally, a systemic acquired resistance (SAR) inducer 

called acibenzolar S-methyl (ASM; Actigard 50W® (Syngenta Crop Protection, Greensboro, 

NC)) has been evaluated for bacterial wilt management.  Foliar and/or soil applications of ASM 

were able to reduce bacterial wilt incidence in moderately resistant tomato cultivars, but not in 
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commercially acceptable tomato cultivars in soils with high inoculum pressure (Ji et al. 2005; 

Pradhanang et al. 2005).   

One potential chemical that should be evaluated to manage bacterial wilt is peracetic acid 

(PAA). This antimicrobial peroxide is similar to other oxidizers because it denatures proteins, 

disrupts cell wall permeability, and oxidizes sulfhydryl and sulfur bonds in proteins, enzymes, 

and other metabolites (Rutala and Weber 2008). PAA was first registered as an antimicrobial 

pesticide in 1985 and has been used as a sanitizer in agricultural facilities, food establishments, 

medical facilities, dairy/cheese processing plants, food processing equipment, and pasteurizers in 

breweries, wineries, and beverage plants (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2012). PAA is 

also commonly used as a disinfectant for fruits, vegetables, meat, and eggs (Dagher and 

Cassandra 2011). PAA’s antimicrobial activity has been evaluated for the control of bacterial and 

fungal plant pathogens. Hopkins et al. (2003) used PAA to treat Acidovorax avenae subsp. 

citrulli and Didymella bryoniae contaminated seeds, which result in bacterial fruit blotch and 

gummy stem blight of watermelon, respectively. Treating contaminated seed with at least 1600 

μg/mL of PAA for 30 min proved to be an effective method for watermelon seed sterilization. 

Mari et al. (1999) evaluated the effect of PAA on germinating conidia of Monilinia laxa, which 

causes brown rot of stone fruit.  Conidia that were treated with 1000 μg/mL of PAA for one hour 

were significantly reduced by 50% in the ability to cause decay in plums. Dagher and Cassandra 

(2011) evaluated a formulation of PAA containing the SAR inducer, potassium silicate, for the 

control of bacterial spot of tomato caused by Xanthomonas perforans. This formulation had 

enhanced antimicrobial activity against X. perforans compared to PAA alone. Thus, different 

formulations of PAA have shown promise in plant disease control and could potentially be 
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applied to the soil to reduce R. solanacearum populations. However, the use of PAA on soil-

borne pathogens, such as R. solanacearum, has not been studied. 

It was hypothesized that PAA could potentially reduce R. solanacearum populations 

when it is applied to the soil via the drip system before and after planting tomato seedlings. The 

objectives of this project are 1) to evaluate new PAA formulations for managing bacterial wilt in 

vitro and in micro-soil experiments, and 2) to integrate the application of this new PAA 

formulation with resistant grafted tomato plants to mange bacterial wilt in the field. Two of these 

formulations contain the SAR inducer, potassium silicate, and the chelating agent, EDTA 

(ethylene diamine tetracetic acid) (Dagher and Cassandra 2011; Epelde et al. 2008; Menzies et 

al. 1992; Rodrigues et al. 2009). The effect of PAA (AN-77V2) on R. solanacearum was 

evaluated alone and in formulations containing different concentrations of potassium silicate and 

EDTA in order to increase PAA’s antimicrobial activity. 

Materials and Methods 

Bacterial Strain and Storage   

R. solanacearum strain, RS5, isolated from tomato in Florida, was used in this study. RS5 

was previously characterized as biovar 1, phylotype II (Hong 2012). For short term storage, 

bacteria were grown on nutrient agar (NA) medium (BBL, Becton Dickinson and Co., 

Cockeysville, MD) at 28°C and transferred every 24 to 48 hr. For long-term storage, the purified 

culture was stored in a sterile 30% glycerol solution at -80°C.  

In Vitro Assays   

RS5 was retrieved from long term storage and aseptically transferred to NA plates, and 

incubated for 24 hr at 28°C. A bacterial suspension was prepared and adjusted to an A600=0.3 (~5 

x10
8
 CFU/mL).  The suspension was then diluted to 10

3
 CFU/mL for the final working bacterial 

concentration. Next, 20 μL of the bacterial suspension was transferred to 2 mL of each of the 
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following treatments which were prepared in triplicate in sterile glass tubes:  3.6 g/L of AN-

77V2, 3.6 g/L of AN-77V2 18/18, and 3.6 g/L of AN-77V2 10/25. By weight, AN-77V2 18/18 

consists of EDTA at 18% and potassium silicate at 18%, while AN-77V2 10/25 consists of 

EDTA at 10% and potassium silicate at 25% in addition to PAA. Additionally, three sterilized 

glass tubes containing 2 mL of sterile tap water and 20 μL of the bacterial working suspension 

served as controls. The tubes were placed on a shaker in an incubator held at 28°C. Any changes 

in the bacterial populations over time were measured by sampling 50 μL from each tube at 15 

min, 1 hr, 4 hr, and 24 hr. The samples were plated on NA and incubated for 48 hr at 28°C. The 

colonies on each plate were counted in order to determine the colony forming units (CFU)/mL at 

each time point. Each treatment consisted of three replicates.  The bacterial counts were the 

average of three replicates.  

In addition to determining antimicrobial activity of the PAA’s against R. solanacearum, 

the stability of AN-77V2, AN-77V2 18/18, and AN-77V2 10/25 overtime was determined by 

using QUANTOFIX® Peracetic acid test strips (Macherey-Nagel GmbH & Co. KG, Germany) 

which measures the concentration of PAA in the solution. Each PAA treatment with or without 

the addition of RS5 was sampled at time zero, 15 min, 1 hr, 4 hr, and 24 hr. The test strip values 

were recorded and the data are presented in parts per million (ppm). 

Micro-soil Experiments  

RS5 was retrieved from long term storage and aseptically transferred to NA plates, and 

incubated for 24 hr at 28°C. A bacterial suspension was prepared and adjusted to ~5 x10
8
 

CFU/mL.  The bacterial suspension was diluted to 10
6
 CFU/mL for the working bacterial 

suspension. Fifty milliliters of the bacterial suspension was added to a re-sealable plastic bag 

containing 200 mL of Fafard® Super Fine Germination Mix (Sun Gro Horticulture Canada Ltd, 

Agawam, MA) and mixed thoroughly. For the first micro-soil experiment, 75 mL of each of the 
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following treatments were poured into the bag and mixed thoroughly 30 min after inoculation: 

3.6 g/L of AN-77V2, 1.8 g/L of AN-77V2, 3.6 g/L of AN-77V2 18/18, 1.8 g/L of  AN-77V2 

18/18, 3.6 g/L of  AN-77V2 10/25, 1.8 g/L of AN-77V2 10/25, 0.648 g/L of EDTA, 0.36 g/L of 

EDTA,  0.648 g/L of potassium silicate, 0.9 g/L of potassium silicate, and sterile tap water. After 

30 min, 1 g of soil from each treated soil sample was transferred to a sterile tube containing 10 

mL of sterile tap water. Each tube was vortexed and then placed on a lab bench for 45 min to 

allow the soil to settle. The supernatant was transferred to a clean sterile tube and used for a 

dilution series from 10
-1

 to 10
-7

. Fifty milliliters of each dilution was plated on modified SMSA 

(a selective medium for R. solanacearum) and incubated for 48 hr at 28°C. Only white colonies 

with a red center were counted and used to calculate the average CFU/g of soil. Each treatment 

was repeated in triplicate. 

For the second micro-soil experiment, the previously described protocol was slightly 

modified to include 2 applications of the following treatments: AN-77V2 at 1.8, 3.6, 7.2, and 

10.8 g/L; sterile tap water. Each concentration was applied 30 min and then 24 hr after the soil 

was infested. Soil samples were taken 30 min after each application of each treatment. The rest 

of the previously described protocol was followed in order to determine the effect of the two 

treatments on growth of R. solanacearum. Each treatment was tested in triplicate and the average 

CFU/g of soil was calculated. 

Field Trial   

A field trial was conducted in the fall of 2013 in Quincy, FL to evaluate the ability of 

PAA to control bacterial wilt under natural conditions. The field was prepared and treated with 

methyl bromide prior to inoculation. Even though the field had been inoculated for bacterial wilt 

trials since 1998, each hole in the soil for each tomato transplant was inoculated with 50 mL of a 

R. solanacearum suspension at 10
5
 CFU/mL. There were two main treatments in this study.  The 
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first one consisted of applying AN-77V2 18/18 at 10.8 g/L the soil via the drip system three 

times before planting. The second field treatment included applying AN-77V2 18/18 at 10.8 g/L 

three times before and after planting via the drip system. A commercial cultivar that is 

susceptible to bacterial wilt, BHN602, was used alone in addition to it being grafted onto the 

resistant rootstock, BHN998 (i.e. Rootstock BHN998/Scion BHN602). The PAA and the grafted 

plant were considered to be a potential integrated pest management (IPM) approach. Three to 

four week old tomato seedlings were transplanted 15 days after inoculation. The plants were 

rated for the occurrence of bacterial wilt 6 different times beginning approximately 22 days after 

planting.  

Statistics  

All the data collected from the in vitro assays, the micro-soil experiments, and the field 

trial were evaluated for statistical significance using the Student Newman-Keuls (SNK) method 

in IBM
®
 SPSS

® 
Statistics Version 22 and a p-value of 0.05 was used to evaluate the data. 

Results 

The Effect of Peracetic Acid on the Growth of R. solanacearum and Its Stability Overtime 

In Vitro 

All three PAA treatments (AN-77V2, AN-77V2 18/18, and AN-77V2 10/25) completely 

inhibited R. solanacearum growth following exposure for 15 min (Figure 4-1). R. solanacearum 

populations were recovered at approximately 6x10
2
 CFU/mL from the untreated control. The 

stability of PAA with and without the bacterial cells in the suspension was determined over time 

by using QUANTOFIX® Peracetic acid test strips (Figure 4-2). In general, each PAA solution 

had the same trend in stability whether the bacteria present or not. Therefore, the data was 

combined into one graph. The solution that only contained PAA (AN-77V2) had the highest 

initial reading at 300 ppm. The activity or stability of PAA did not begin to decrease until 24 hr. 
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The amount of active PAA in the solution decreased from 300 to 20 ppm in 24 hr. There was no 

traceable amount of PAA after 72 hr. When compared to the other two PAA treatments, AN-

77V2 10/25 was not as stable over time. It had an initial activity of 200 ppm and had no traceable 

amount of PAA by 24 hr. Moreover, AN-77V2 18/18 had the lowest initial active amount of 

PAA, but it was the most stable overtime. AN-77V2 18/18 was able to maintain the active form 

of PAA throughout all time points. The active amount of PAA decreased over a 72 hr period 

from 200 to 10 ppm.  

The Effect of Peracetic Acid on R. solanacearum Populations in the Soil  

In the first micro-soil experiment, EDTA at 0.36 or 0.648 g/L and potassium silicate at 

0.648 or 0.9 g/L had no effect on the R. solanacearum population in the soil compared to the 

water treated control (Figure 4-3). Additionally, the PAA treatments containing the different 

concentrations of EDTA and potassium silicate (AN-77V2 18/18 and 10/25) appeared to have no 

effect on the bacterial population when compared to the water treated control. However, both 

concentrations of PAA acid without the additives (AN-77V2 at 1.8 and 3.6 g/L) were able to 

cause a significant reduction by at least one log unit in the soil population of R. solanacearum. 

The 3.6 g/L concentration of PAA reduced the bacterial wilt population by two log units i.e. 10
6
 

to 10
4
 CFU/g of soil. Additionally, the 1.8 g/L concentration of PAA was able to reduce the R. 

solanacearum soil population by one log unit i.e. 10
6
 to 10

5
. It appeared that there was a direct 

correlation between the concentration of PAA and its antibacterial activity. 

The second micro-soil experiment focused on treating the soil with two applications of 

the same concentration of AN-77V2 (1.8, 3.6, 7.2, or 10.8 g/L). As expected, all concentrations 

of PAA were able to significantly reduce the bacterial wilt population in the soil (Figure 4-4). 

PAA when applied at 1.8 and 3.6 g/L reduced R. solanacearum populations in the soil by one or 

two log units, respectively. Overall, the 7.2 and 10.8 g/L concentrations of PAA caused the 
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greatest reduction in the R. solanacearum population.  Both concentrations reduced the R. 

solanacearum population by three log units i.e. 10
6
 to 10

3
 CFU/g of soil. As observed above, 

PAA’s increase in bactericidal activity was directly related to the increase in its concentration. In 

general, treating the soil with a second application of PAA did not cause an additional reduction 

in the bacterial population.  

The Effect of Peracetic Acid on Bacterial Wilt Incidence in Susceptible and Grafted 

Resistant Tomato Seedlings  

The next step was to evaluate the effect of a formulation of PAA containing the additives 

EDTA and potassium silicate (AN-77V2 18/18) on bacterial wilt incidence in a susceptible 

tomato cultivar, BHN602, and BHN602 grafted onto a resistant rootstock, BHN998 (Figure 4-5). 

In general, the amount of bacterial wilt disease in this field trial was low. However, in terms of 

the susceptible cultivar, it is clear that AN-77V2 18/18 did not reduce the incidence of bacterial 

wilt when compared to the untreated BHN602. When PAA was added to the soil before and after 

planting, there were approximately twice as many wilted plants than in the untreated susceptible 

cultivar.  The grafted plants appeared to fair the best against bacterial wilt disease in this 

particular field trial. There was no incidence of bacterial wilt in the untreated grafted control and 

the grafted treated with 10.8 g/L of AN-77V2 18/18 only before planting. As with the susceptible 

cultivar, there was an increase in the number of wilted grafted plants when they were treated 

with 10.8 g/L of AN-77V2 18/18 before and after planting. None of the values representing the 

percentage of wilted plants for each of the treatments were statistically different from one 

another. 

Discussion  

In the initial experiments, PAA appeared to have potential in managing bacterial wilt of 

tomato. In vitro all three of the PAA based treatments killed all of the bacteria present in the 
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suspension within 15 min. In addition to its high bactericidal activity in vitro, one beneficial 

characteristic of PAA is that it was no longer active after 72 hr. Standard AN-77V2 had the 

highest reading of active PAA at 300 ppm and dissipated within 24 hr. In comparison, AN-77V2 

18/18 in which EDTA and potassium silicate each account for 18% of its composition had the 

lowest initial reading of active PAA at 100 ppm, but it was the most stable over time. This 

indicates that this compound would not persist in the soil for periods of time longer than 72 hr 

and would minimize its environmental impact. Since R. solanacearum primarily resides in the 

soil, the next step was to test PAA antibacterial activity in artificially infested soil.  

In the first micro-soil experiment, each treatment of AN-77V2 was applied at rates of 1.8 

and 3.6 g/L. The most effective treatment of PAA was the standard AN-77V2 at 3.6 g/L as it was 

able to reduce the bacterial wilt population by two log units. The remaining PAA treatments did 

not appear to have much of an impact on the bacterial population present in the soil. The AN-

77V2 treatments mixed with EDTA and potassium silicate had no apparent effect on the R. 

solanacearum population in the soil. This could be due to the fact that these two treatments 

contained a smaller amount of active PAA at 100 and 200 ppm. The difference in the 

antibacterial activity of each treatment could be due to their difference in the initial active 

amount of PAA. The strong antibacterial effect that was observed for the 3.6 g/L concentration 

could be due to a more powerful, initial oxidative burst that happens when the amount of active 

PAA is at least 300 ppm. The general trend was that as the concentration of PAA was initially 

higher, the bactericidal activity was also higher. Therefore, the second micro-soil experiment 

primarily focused on increasing the concentration of the standard AN-77V2 and evaluating its 

effect on the R. solanacearum soil population at higher rates. Increasing the PAA concentration 

further increased the effect of its antibacterial activity. However, this increased antibacterial 
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activity would plateau when concentrations exceeded 7.2 g/L, which roughly corresponded to 

600 ppm of active PAA. The 7.2 and 10.8 g/L concentrations of the standard PAA were able to 

further decrease the bacterial wilt soil population by one log unit more than the 3.6 g/L 

concentration.  The addition of a second application of each concentration was also explored. 

However, treating the soil with a second application of the same concentration had no further 

effect on the R. solanacearum population. The ineffectiveness of the second application might 

have been due to the fact that even after 24 hr the soil was still highly moist from the first 

treatment, which could have diluted the concentration of PAA added in the second application. 

Assuming that all of the PAA from the first application of AN-77V2 at 3.6 g/L had degraded, the 

second application would have only contained approximately 0.7714 g/L of PAA (C2 = (75 mL x 

3.6 g/L)/ 350 mL)). This would have reduced the amount of active PAA available for that initial 

oxidative burst by approximately 46.7%. Therefore, it was hypothesized that the applications 

would need to be further apart in order to allow the soil to dry in order for multiple PAA 

applications to be effective. 

Although the standard AN-77V2 reduced the bacterial population to a level of 10
3
 CFU/g 

of soil, R. solanacearum would still be able to cause bacterial wilt at this level. Thus, it was 

assumed that PAA would need to be used in combination with resistant grafted tomato cultivars 

in order to effectively manage bacterial wilt in field conditions. PAA’s ability to manage 

bacterial wilt of tomato was tested with and without the use of grafted tomato cultivars in Florida 

field conditions. AN-77V2 18/18 was selected for the field trial because it was the most stable 

overtime. As indicated, it was hypothesized that AN-77V2 18/18 did not have an effect on the 

population because the original tested concentration only contained 100 ppm of PAA. It was 

thought that AN-77V2 18/18 would have an effect on the incidence of bacterial wilt in 
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susceptible and resistant grafted tomato cultivars if the concentration was increased to 10.8 g/L 

(~300 ppm). It was theorized that this concentration of AN-77V2 18/18 would be able to reduce 

the bacterial wilt population to around 10
4
 CFU/g of soil and reduce the incidence of bacterial 

wilt. However, AN-77V2 18/18 did not reduce the incidence of bacterial wilt in either cultivar, 

but appeared to increase disease incidence when it was applied to the soil after the planting of 

susceptible or resistant grafted tomatoes. The exact cause for this increase in bacterial wilt 

incidence is unknown and needs to be evaluated further. In addition to AN-77V2 18/18’s 

inability to manage bacterial wilt, it was also difficult to apply to the soil via the drip system. As 

it was added to the system, it would continuously clog the system and not be delivered.  

These results may indicate that this particular formulation of PAA does not appear to be 

the most viable option for managing bacterial wilt. The addition of EDTA and potassium silicate 

did stabilize PAA, but they have also reduced its efficacy in the micro-soil experiments and in 

the field. In the micro-soil experiments, the standard PAA formulation (AN-77V2) at 7.2 and 

10.8 g/L significantly reduced the R. solanacearum soil population by three log units. Therefore, 

these two concentrations of AN-77V2 would be the best formulation to test in future greenhouse 

experiments and field trials. One potential issue with this formulation of PAA is that it is not 

stable overtime because the concentration of active PAA is reduced from 300 to 10 ppm in 24 hr 

in vitro. Microencapsulation could improve the stability of AN-77V2 because it would protect 

PAA from moisture which can cause degradation. The microencapsulation process will allow for 

the creation of a slow-release formulation of PAA that would be stable in water, which could 

prevent it from effervescing during application (Hattori et al. 1985). Additionally, it will also 

prevent PAA from potentially leaching away from the target zone due to rainfall in moderately 

coarse textured soils or soils low in organic matter content (Luteri 1999). Therefore, AN-77V2 
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could potentially be microencapsulated to create a slow-release formulation that would stabilize 

the chemical without reducing its efficacy.  Further research on PAA is needed in order to 

evaluate these hypotheses.  
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Figure 4-1. The effect of different peracetic acid (PAA) formulations on R solanacearum’s 

growth over time (blue=15 min, red=1 hr, green=4 hr, and purple=24 hr). The 

treatments were the following: AN-77V2 (standard PAA), AN-77V2 18/18 (PAA + 

EDTA at 18% and potassium silicate at 18%, by weight), and AN-77V2 10/25 (PAA 

+ EDTA at 10% and potassium silicate at 25%, by weight). Error bars= Standard 

Deviation. A p-value of 0.05 was used in the IBM
®
 SPSS

®
 Student Newman-Keuls 

(SNK) statistical analysis.   
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Figure 4-2. The stability of peracetic acid (PAA) alone or in combination with various 

concentrations of EDTA and potassium silicate measured in parts per million (ppm) 

at time zero, 15 min, 1 hr, 4 hr, 24 hr, and 72 hr. The formulations were the 

following: AN-77V2 (standard PAA) (blue diamonds), AN-77V2 18/18 (PAA + 

EDTA at 18% and potassium silicate at 18%, by weight) (red squares), and AN-77V2 

10/25 (PAA + EDTA at 10% and potassium silicate at 25%, by weight) (green 

triangles). Since there was no difference in stability, this graph represents the 

combined stability data of the formulations with and without a R. solanacearum 

suspension (~ 10
3
 CFU/mL) added to each tube containing a PAA formulation.   
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Figure 4-3. The effect of one application of standard peracetic acid (PAA, AN-77V2), AN-77V2 

18/18 (PAA + EDTA at 18% and potassium silicate at 18%, by weight), AN-77V2 

10/25 (PAA + EDTA at 10% and potassium silicate at 25%, by weight), EDTA, 

potassium silicate, and sterile tap water on the R. solanacearum population in the soil 

expressed in log CFU/g of soil. Error bars= Standard Deviation. A p-value of 0.05 

was used in the IBM
®
 SPSS

®
 Student Newman-Keuls (SNK) statistical analysis.  

 
 

Figure 4-4. The effect of one (1x) versus two (2x) applications of peracetic acid (AN-77V2) at 

various concentrations (1.8, 3.6, 7.2, and 10.8 g/L) and sterile tap water on the R. 

solanacearum population in the soil expressed in log CFU/g of soil. The blue bars 

represent the log CFU of R. solanacearum/g of soil after one application of each 

treatment and the purple bars represent the log CFU of R. solanacearum/g of soil 

after two applications of each treatment. Error bars= Standard Deviation. A p-value of 

0.05 was used in the IBM
®
 SPSS

®
 Student Newman-Keuls (SNK) statistical analysis.    
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Figure 4-5. The effect of applying peracetic acid mixed with 18 % of EDTA and potassium 

silicate (AN-77V2 18/18) on bacterial wilt incidence in a susceptible tomato variety, 

BHN602, and BHN602 grafted onto a resistant rootstock. BHN998. BHN602 or 

Grafted+18/18 indicates that AN-77V2 18/18 was only added through the drip to the 

soil three times to the soil before planting. BHN602 or Grafted+18/18, drip indicates 

that AN-77V2 18/18 was added through the drip to the soil three times before and 

after planting. Error bars= SD. A p-value of 0.05 was used in the IBM
®

 SPSS
®
 

Student Newman-Keuls (SNK) statistical analysis.    
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

Bacterial spot caused by Xanthomonas spp. and bacterial wilt caused by Ralstonia 

solanacearum are two of the most detrimental diseases of tomato (Ritchie 2000; Champoiseau et 

al. 2009). Bacterial spot of tomato is caused by four distinct species of Xanthomonas (X. 

euvesicatoria (Xe), X. gardneri (Xg), X. perforans (Xp), and X. vesicatoria (Xv)) (Jones et al. 

2004). Researchers have developed a variety of identification methods based on the phenotypic 

and genotypic differences of plant pathogenic xanthomonads. However, many of these methods 

are either too conservative to provide a good resolution to species or subspecies levels or can be 

difficult to use for analyzing large collections (Cho and Tiedje 2001). Therefore, a multiplex 

qPCR assay was created based on regions of the hrpB2 gene to readily detect the four species of 

Xanthomonas that cause bacterial spot.  

The hrpB2 region was determined to be conservative as was demonstrated in a study by 

Obradovic et al. (2004b) in which PCR primers were designed to amplify a 420 bp fragment of 

the hrpB2 from most plant pathogenic xanthomonads. Phylogenetic analysis revealed that the 

hrpB2 is highly conserved amongst strains of the same species, but varies between species. Four 

qPCR species-specific probes and two primer sets were designed to detect the four species 

because strains from Xp and Xe only varied by 2 nucleotides. Additionally, two Xv group-

specific probes and one primer set were developed to target two groups of Xv that varied by only 

one nucleotide. The four species-specific probes and their two corresponding primer sets were 

used to create the optimized multiplex qPCR assay for the four bacterial spot pathogens. The 

finalized qPCR cycling protocol contains an optimal Tm of 69°C and a master mix containing 

concentrations of each primer at 6 μM and each probe at 3 μM. DNA from 72 pure cultures of 

different Xanthomonas strains was tested and gave the expected positive results. The outlined 
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multiplex qPCR assay for the four causal agents of bacterial spot is rapid, accurate, and easily 

reproducible. Even though the initial set-up is costly, this assay is a vast improvement over 

current identification techniques because it is able to rapidly and simultaneously detect all four of 

the bacterial spot pathogens in real time.   

 The current grower standard for managing bacterial spot of tomato in transplant and field 

production is copper-mancozeb. Copper tolerance was first detected in Florida for strains 

collected in the late 1960’s due to continuous and multiple applications of copper (Marco and 

Stall 1983). Mancozeb (eythylene-bis-dithiocarbamates) was added to copper-based bactericides 

because it was more effective than copper alone (Conover and Gerhold 1981; Marco and Stall 

1983). Unfortunately, copper-mancozeb cannot adequately control bacterial spot in Florida 

because all of the strains are copper-tolerant (Jones and Jones 1985; Obradovic et al. 2004a; 

Vallad et al. 2010). Therefore, we evaluated the use of a silver-based nanomaterial (Ag-dsDNA-

GO) as a potential alternative to copper-mancozeb. Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are thought to 

cause structural deformation of the cell membrane, inactivate enzymes, inhibit cell replication 

and respiration, and cause cell death. AgNPs tend to aggregate which has led them to be attached 

to dsDNA tethered to graphene oxide (GO) (Ocsoy et al. 2013b). Ag-dsDNA-GO was able to kill 

all of the copper-tolerant and sensitive bacteria within 15 min in vitro at concentrations as low as 

10 ppm.  The composite at 100 ppm (~16 ppm of Ag
+
) significantly reduced bacterial spot 

disease severity compared to copper-mancozeb under greenhouse conditions. However, this 

composite can be costly because it is not commercially available. Also, its fate in the 

environment is unknown. Therefore, the 100 ppm concentration of Ag-dsDNA-GO would be 

much more suited for application in transplant production.  
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The soil-borne, vascular pathogen R. solanacearum that causes bacterial wilt of tomato is 

also difficult to control in Florida. It is able to survive for years in soil and irrigation water, and 

is a multifaceted taxonomic unit with extensive phenotypic and genetic diversity with a wide 

host range (Denny 2006; Hong et al. 2008; McCarter 1991). Researchers have evaluated several 

management strategies, such as thymol, grafted resistant cultivars, and acibenzolar S-methyl 

(ASM) (Champoiseau et al. 2009; Ji et al. 2005; Pradhanang et al. 2005).  However, further 

research must be completed before any of these can be used commercially.  

We assessed the soil application of three different formulations of the oxidizer, peracetic 

acid (PAA), to manage bacterial wilt. Two formulations (AN-77V2 18/18 and 10/25) were 

developed to contain different amounts of a SAR inducer (potassium silicate), a chelating agent 

(EDTA, ethylene diamine tetracetic acid), and PAA (Dagher and Cassandra 2011; Epelde et al. 

2008). PAA is reported to have high antimicrobial activity by denaturing proteins and disrupting 

cell wall permeability. All of the formulations of PAA had immense antibacterial activity in 

vitro. The PAA formulation, AN-77V2 18/18, containing the two additives was the most stable 

over time, but it contained a lower concentration of PAA compared to the standard formulation. 

However, the standard PAA formulation at 7.2 g/L caused the greatest reduction in the R. 

solanacearum population in the micro-soil experiments. Because of it stability, AN-77V2 18/18 

was selected for use in the field. Unfortunately, it was difficult to apply via the drip system and 

was unable to reduce bacterial wilt incidence in the field. It is hypothesized that the stabilizers 

inhibited the efficacy of PAA in these experiments and that the standard formulation should be 

further evaluated. Additionally, a slow-release microencapsulated formulation of PAA could 

potentially enhance its activity in the field.   
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